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Preface

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres for HP9000 provides users with 
transparent access to OpenIngres databases as if they were Oracle databases. 

Read this guide if you are responsible for tasks such as:

■ installing and configuring the Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres

■ administering the gateway

■ setting up gateway security

■ diagnosing gateway errors

■ using the gateway to access tables in OpenIngres databases

Understand the fundamentals of transparent gateways and the HP-UX operating 
system before using this guide to install or administer the gateway.
xiii



Intended Audience
This guide is intended for anyone responsible for installing, configuring, and 
administering the gateway, and also for developers writing applications that access 
OpenIngres databases through the gateway.

Related Publications
The Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres for HP9000 Installation Guide is 
included as part of your product shipment. Also included is:

■ Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways

This guide contains information common to all transparent and procedural 
gateways, including important information on functions, parameters, and error 
messages.

You might also need Oracle server or other related publications. Throughout this 
guide, Oracle7 and Oracle8 publications are referred to as OracleVn Server 
publications, where Vn is used in place of the Oracle version number. This table 
helps you find the Oracle7 or Oracle8 publication that corresponds with the 
reference:

Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide, for a complete list of 
documentation provided for Oracle products. 

For Oracle7 Server Systems: For Oracle8 Server Systems

Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide Oracle8 Administrator’s Guide

Oracle7 Server Application Developer’s Guide Oracle8 Application Developer’s Guide

Oracle7 Server Concepts Manual Oracle8 Concepts

Oracle7 Server Distributed Systems Manual, 
Volume 1

Oracle8 Distributed Database Systems

Oracle7 Server Messages Oracle8 Error Messages

Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle7 Server Call 
Interface

Oracle Call Interface Programmer’s Guide

Understanding SQL*Net Net8 Administrator’s Guide
xiv



Conventions
Examples of input and output for the gateway and Oracle environment are shown 
in a special font: 

$ mkdir /ORACLE/ your_name  

All output is shown as it actually appears. For input, these conventions apply:

Other punctuation, such as commas, quotes, or the pipe symbol (|), must be 
entered as shown unless otherwise specified. Directory names, fileids, and so on, 
appear in the required letter case in examples. The same convention is usedwhen 
these names appear in text, and the namesare highlighted in bold. The portions of a 
fileid or directory name that appear in italics indicate those portions can vary.

Gateway commands, fileids, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in 
examples and text. UNIX commands, environment variables, and keywords appear 
in the required letter case in examples and text.Reserved words and keywords must 
always be entered as is, and have reserved meanings within the Oracle system.

SQL*Plus Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL>, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples. Enter your response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
SQL>, in your response.

Convention Meaning

example text Words or phrases, such as mkdir  and ORACLE,  must be entered 
exactly as spelled and in the letter case shown. In this example, mkdir  
must be entered in lowercase letters and ORACLE in uppercase. 

italic text Italicized uppercase or lowercase, such as your_name , indicates that 
you must substitute a word or phrase, such as the actual directory 
name.

{ } Curly braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required. 
Do not enter the braces themselves.

[ ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional. Do 
not enter the brackets themselves.

| Vertical lines separate choices.

... Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated. You can enter 
an arbitrary number of similar items.
xv



UNIX Prompts
The UNIX prompt, $, appears in UNIX command examples. Enter your response at 
the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, $, in your response. A dollar sign is 
part of some UNIX directory names and should not be confused as a prompt 
character.

Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use these abbreviations:

■ K, for kilobyte which equals 1024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte which equals 1 048 576 bytes

■ G, for gigabyte which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes
xvi



Release Inform
1

Release Information

The chapter contains information specific to this release of the Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for OpenIngres, including:

■ Product Set

■ Changes and Enhancements

■ System Requirements

■ Recommended Documentation

■ Database Compatibility Issues

■ Known Gateway Problems

■ Known Restrictions
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Product Set
Product Set 
This table lists the versions of the components included on the product CD-ROM. 
All components are at production level.

Changes and Enhancements

Oracle Server Support
This release of the gateway communicates with Oracle7 Server, Version 7.3.4.1.0 or 
higher, and Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Server, Versions 8.0.4 and 8.0.5. The gateway 
must be used only with the Intersolv drivers provided with the gateway; it does not 
work with any other drivers.

OpenIngres
This release of the gateway supports OpenIngres Version 1.2 and 2.0. INGRES 
Version 6.4 is no longer supported.

Pass-Through Feature
The pass-through feature enables the gateway to pass OpenIngres commands or 
statements from your application to an OpenIngres database. See "Using the 
Pass-Through Feature (GTW_SQL.GTWPASS)" for more information.

Product 
Version 
Number

Oracle Installer for UNIX 4.1.0.0.0

Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres 4.1.0.0.0

SQL*Net Client 2.3.4.0.0

SQL*Net Server 2.3.4.0.0

SQL*Net adapters (Named Pipes, SPX, TCP/IP) 2.3.4.0.0

Note: If the SQL statements being passed through result in an 
implicit commit at the OpenIngres database, an Oracle ROLLBACK 
command cannot be used to roll back the transaction because the 
Oracle transaction manager is unaware of the commit.
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System Requirements
Data Definition Language Support
The gateway now supports Data Definition Language (DDL) with the pass-through 
feature. See "Using the Pass-Through Feature (GTW_SQL.GTWPASS)" for more 
information. 

System Requirements
The gateway components can be located on one platform or distributed over several 
platforms. You should decide on your gateway configuration before you can 
determine the hardware and software requirements of your system. See "Gateway 
Components" for information about gateway components. 

Hardware Requirements

Processor
An HP9000 workstation that can run the required version of HP-UX.

Memory
For most installations, 2.63M of real memory is recommended for the first user to 
support the gateway. Each concurrent use of the gateway requires 0.26M. The total 
real memory requirement for the concurrent use of the gateway also depends on 
these factors:

■ the SQL statement issued by the user

■ the number of cursors currently opened against OpenIngres

■ the number of columns in the table being accessed

CD-ROM Drive
A CD-ROM drive is required for installation. 

Hardware Requirements Summary

Processor An HP9000 workstation running the required version of HP-UX

Memory 2.63M of memory

CD-ROM Drive An internal or external CD-ROM drive

Disk Space 190M of disk space
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System Requirements
Disk Space 
About 190M of disk space is required. 

Software Requirements 

Operating System
HP-UX Version 10.20 with patch level PHSS-16585 is required.

OpenIngres
OpenIngres Version 1.2 or 2.0 is required. If the gateway and OpenIngres are 
installed on different machines, OpenIngres/Net must be installed on the same 
machine as the gateway. Refer to the OpenIngres documentation for information on 
setting up OpenIngres/Net. 

Oracle Server
An Oracle server is required. It must be Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.4.1.0 or higher, 
with the distributed option, or Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Version 8.0.4 or 8.0.5.

The gateway must be used only with the Intersolv drivers provided with the 
gateway; it does not work with any other drivers.

Software Requirements Summary

Operating 
System

HP-UX Version 10.20 with patch level PHSS-16585 is required

If using Oracle7 Server: If using Oracle8 Server:

Oracle Database Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.4.1.0 or higher Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Server Version 
8.0.4 and 8.0.5

Oracle 
Networking

On gateway machine:

■ SQL*Net Server Version 2.3.4.0.0 

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3.4.0.0 for 
TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes

On Oracle server machine:

■ SQL*Net Client Version 2.2 or higher

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.2 or higher 
for TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes

On gateway machine:

■ SQL*Net Server Version 2.3.4.0.0

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3.4.0.0 for 
TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes

On Oracle server machine:

■ Oracle Net8 Client 8.0.4 or 8.0.5

■ Oracle Adapter Version 8.0.4 or 8.0.5 
for TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes

OpenIngres OpenIngres Version 1.2 or 2.0
1-4 Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres for HP9000 Installation Guide



System Requirements
Oracle Networking Products
These Oracle networking products are required:

■ installed on the gateway machine: SQL*Net Server Version 2.3.4.0.0 and Oracle 
Adapter for TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes, Version 2.3.4.0.0

■ installed on the Oracle server machine:

– Oracle SQL*Net Client Version 2.3.4.0.0 or higher

– Oracle Adapter for TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes, Version 2.3.4.0.0 or 
higher

■  installed on the Oracle7 Server:

– SQL*Net Client Version 2.2 or higher

– Oracle Adapter for TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes, Version 2.2 or higher

The SQL*Net Version 2.3.4.0.0 products are included on the distribution CD-ROM.

SQL*Net or Net8 Client and the Oracle Adapter must be installed on the machine 
where the Oracle server is installed. SQL*Net Server and the Oracle Adapter must 
be installed on the machine where the gateway is installed. 

Tested Configurations
Oracle Corporation has tested these configurations for the gateway in its lab. Other 
configurations might be added later as newer versions of the products are tested 
and approved. If you have any questions on configuration, contact Oracle 
Worldwide Customer Support Services.

Oracle Server Gateway and Operating System Database

Version 7.3.4.1.0 Version 4.1.0.0.0 on HP-UX Version 10.20 OpenIngres Version 1.2 
and 2.0

Version 8.0.4 Version 4.1.0.0.0 on HP-UX Version 10.20 OpenIngres Version 1.2 
and 2.0

Version 8.0.5 Version 4.1.0.0.0 on HP-UX Version 10.20 OpenIngres Version 1.2 
and 2.0
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Recommended Documentation
Recommended Documentation
In addition to the documentation sent with the gateway, these Oracle publications 
are recommended:

■ Online Help for the Forms Builder product

■ Oracle Server for HP9000 Series 700/800 Installation and Configuration Guide

■ OracleVn Administrator’s Guide

■ OracleVn Reference

■ OracleVn SQL Reference

■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Precompilers

■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Server Call Interface

■ SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference

■ Understanding SQL*Net/Net8 Administrator’s Guide

See the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide, Oracle Part No. 3903, to 
order any of these manuals.

Database Compatibility Issues
The OpenIngres and Oracle databases work differently in some areas, causing 
incompatibility problems. The descriptions of these issues include suggestions for 
dealing with them when possible.

Naming Rules

Rules for Naming Database Objects
Oracle and OpenIngres use different database object naming rules. For example, the 
maximum number of characters allowed for each object name can be different. Also, 
the use of quotation marks, case sensitivity, and the use of alphanumeric characters 
can all be different. Refer to the Oracle and OpenIngres manuals that describe SQL.
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Object Names
Names of OpenIngres database objects are limited to a maximum of 32 characters. 
An object name can be composed of these characters:

■ numbers 0 to 9

■ lowercase letters a to z

■ uppercase letters A to Z

■ underscore character "_"

■ special characters "#", "@", and "$"

Case Sensitivity
OpenIngres handles letter case differently from the Oracle server. OpenIngres uses 
these rules:

■ Table owner names default to lowercase letters, unless the name is surrounded 
by single quote characters.

■ Column names, table names, view names, and so on, are always treated as 
lowercase letters.

The Oracle server defaults to uppercase letters unless you surround identifiers with 
double quote characters.

For example, to refer to an OpenIngres table called emp from an Oracle application, 
enter the name with double quote characters:

SQL> SELECT * FROM "emp"@INGR; 

However, to refer to an OpenIngres table called emp owned by scott  from an 
Oracle application, enter:

SQL> SELECT * FROM "scott"."emp"@INGR;

It is recommended you use lowercase names surrounded by double quote 
characters when referring to OpenIngres tables and columns. This convention is not 
necessary when referring to the supported Oracle data dictionary tables or views 
listed in Appendix B.
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If your existing applications cannot be changed according to these conventions, 
create views in the Oracle server to associate OpenIngres names to the correct letter 
case. For example, to refer to the OpenIngres table emp from an existing Oracle 
application by using only uppercase names, define this view:

SQL> CREATE VIEW EMP (EMPNO, ENAME, SAL, HIREDATE)
       AS SELECT "empno", "ename", "sal", "hiredate"
       FROM "emp"@INGR;

With this view the application can issue statements such as:

SQL> SELECT EMPNO, ENAME FROM EMP;

Using views is a workaround solution that duplicates data dictionary information 
originating in the OpenIngres data dictionary. You must update your Oracle view 
definitions whenever the data definitions for the corresponding tables are changed 
in the OpenIngres database.

Datatypes
Conversions between character datatypes and numeric datatypes must be explicit.

Dates

OpenIngres Date Limit
The Oracle server supports dates through December 31, 4712. OpenIngres supports 
dates in the range of January 1, 1582 through December 31, 2382. If a date beyond 
the range of OpenIngres is passed to the OpenIngres database, an error is returned.

Default Date Values
When only a time value is given for a DATE datatype field, OpenIngres adds the 
current date to the time value, while the Oracle server adds the date of the first day 
of the month.
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Locking
The locking model for an OpenIngres database differs significantly from the Oracle 
server model. Because the gateway depends on the underlying OpenIngres 
behavior, Oracle applications that access OpenIngres through the gateway can be 
affected by these possible scenarios:

■ read access might block write access

■ write access might block read access

■ statement-level read consistency is not guaranteed

See your OpenIngres documentation for more information about the OpenIngres 
locking model.

Known Gateway Problems
The description of problems includes suggestions for dealing with them when 
possible. If you have questions or concerns about the problems, contact Oracle 
Worldwide Customer Support Services. A current list of problems is available 
online. Contact your local Oracle Corporation office for information about accessing 
this list.

Encrypted Format Login
If you are using Oracle Server Version 7.3.4 or higher, those versions support a new 
Oracle server initialization parameter, DBLINK_ENCRYPT_LOGIN. When this 
parameter is set to TRUE, the password for the login user ID is not sent over the 
network. 

If this parameter is set to TRUE in the initialization parameter file (initsid.ora) used 
by the Oracle server, you must change the setting to FALSE to allow the Oracle 
server to communicate with the gateway.

Aggregate Function with CREATE TABLE or CREATE VIEW Statement
The Oracle server does not send the gateway a SELECT statement containing an 
aggregate function that is part of a CREATE TABLE or CREATE VIEW statement. 
For example, it does not send this statement:

CREATE TABLE "sum_calls_table" AS
   SELECT SUM("calls_abandoned), SUM("calls_completed"),
   SUM("calls_failed") FROM "monthly_calls"@INGR
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Instead, the Oracle server interprets what the SQL statement requests and sends the 
gateway a statement or statements to retrieve the data required for the request. 
After the data is retrieved, the Oracle server performs the aggregate function 
originally requested and passes the results to the application.

A workaround for this problem is to use a different series of SQL statements. For 
example, instead of using the CREATE TABLE statement in the above example, use 
these statements:

DROP TABLE "sum_calls_table";
CREATE TABLE "sum_calls_table" (x1sum NUMBER, x2sum NUMBER,
   x3sum NUMBER);
DECLARE
   x1 NUMBER;
   x2 NUMBER;
   x3 NUMBER;
BEGIN
   SELECT SUM("calls_abandoned"), SUM("calls_completed"),
   SUM("calls_failed") INTO x1, x2, x3 FROM "monthly_calls"@INGR;
   INSERT INTO "sum_callstable" VALUES (x1, x2, x2);
END;

Syntax for Gateway Initialization Parameters
Gateway parameters in the initsid.ora file must be specified without spaces 
between the parameter name and the equal sign (=) or between the equal sign (=) 
and the value. If spaces are included, an error message is issued during gateway 
initialization and the gateway session is terminated.

Date Arithmetic
These SQL expressions generally do not work correctly with the gateway:

date + number
number + date
date - number
date1 - date2

The date and number addition and subtraction expressions are sent to the 
OpenIngres database where they are rejected. The supported servers do not allow 
number addition or subtraction with dates. 

Avoid date arithmetic expressions in all gateway SQL until date arithmetic 
problems are resolved.
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OpenIngres MONEY Datatype
Incorrect negative values might be returned from a SELECT statement that retrieves 
data from columns defined as MONEY that contain negative values near the 
precision limit.

OpenIngres FLOAT Datatype
If an OpenIngres column defined as datatype FLOAT is updated by an Oracle bind 
variable, this error occurs for large integer values:

ORA-01460: unimplemented or unreasonable conversion requested

The workaround is to specify the value as a float value instead of an integer value. 
For example, specify the integer 12345678901234 as 12345678901234.00.

Group Functions and Oracle Data Dictionary Tables
Group functions (for example AVG and MAX) in a query referring to an Oracle data 
dictionary table that is translated by the gateway cause the query to fail.

GROUP BY and ORDER BY Clauses and Oracle Data Dictionary Tables
GROUP BY and ORDER BY clauses referring to an Oracle data dictionary table that 
is translated by the gateway cause the query to fail. The workaround is to set the 
GROUP_BY_OFF and ORDER_BY_OFF parameters to TRUE. However, setting 
these parameters to TRUE slows the performance of the gateway.

String Functions
If you concatenate numeric literals using the "||" or CONCAT operator when using 
the gateway to query an OpenIngres database, the result is an arithmetic addition. 
For example, the statement:

SQL> SELECT 9 || 9 FROM "dual"@INGR;

results in 18. The result is 99 when using the Oracle server to query an Oracle 
database.
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Known Restrictions
The description of restrictions includes suggestions for dealing with them when 
possible. If you have questions or concerns about the restrictions, contact Oracle 
Worldwide Customer Support Services.

Pass-through Feature
Oracle Corporation recommends that you place a DDL statement in its own 
transaction when executing such a statement with the pass-through feature. An 
explicit COMMIT must be issued after the DDL statement.

BYTE Datatype
If a column defined as an OpenIngres BYTE datatype is greater than 255 characters 
long, the gateway interprets the datatype as LONG RAW instead of RAW and 
passes data as LONG RAW to the Oracle server.

LONG BYTE and LONG VARCHAR Datatypes
The gateway supports only INSERT and UPDATE of LONG BYTE and LONG 
VARCHAR data up to 31 900 bytes and 61 900 bytes, respectively, when using bind 
variables.

An unsupported SQL function cannot be used in a SQL statement which accesses a 
column defined as OpenIngres datatype LONG BYTE or LONG VARCHAR. See 
Appendix A,  "Supported SQL Syntax and Functions" for more information. 

You cannot use SQL*Plus to select data from a column defined as OpenIngres 
datatype LONG BYTE or LONG VARCHAR when the data is greater than 80 
characters in length. Oracle Corporation recommends using Pro*C or Oracle Call 
Interface to access such data in a OpenIngres database.

The gateway does not support the PL/SQL function COLUMN_VALUE_LONG of 
the DBMS_SQL package.
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SQL Syntax

WHERE CURRENT OF Clause Is Not Supported 
UPDATE and DELETE statements with the WHERE CURRENT OF clause are not 
supported by the gateway because they rely on the Oracle ROWID implementation. 
To update or delete a row through the gateway, a condition style WHERE clause 
must be used.

CONNECT BY Clause Is Not Supported
The gateway does not support the CONNECT BY clause in a SELECT statement. 

FOR UPDATE OF Clause
A SELECT statement of this syntax:

SQL> SELECT ... FROM table_list  FOR UPDATE LIST column_list

is supported only when column_list  refers to columns of the first table in table_list .

Subqueries in UPDATE Statement
Whenever the use of a condition is allowed in an UPDATE statement, the gateway 
allows the condition to contain a subquery. Each subquery, however, must reference 
an OpenIngres table. For example, using the table GTW_EMP, the following statement 
results in a 10% salary increase for all employees working in the RESEARCH 
department:

SQL> UPDATE "gtw_emp"@INGR SET "sal"="sal" * 1.1
   2   WHERE "deptno"=(SELECT "deptno" FROM "gtw_dept"@INGR
   3       WHERE "dname"=’RESEARCH’);

If "gtw_dept"@INGR  is replaced by "dept"  in the subquery, where dept  is the same 
table but located in the Oracle database, this error results after the statement is 
issued:

ORA-02025: All tables in the SQL statement must be at the remote database.

UPDATE Statement
Column values can be set only to expressions in an UPDATE statement; they cannot 
be set with subqueries.
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ROWID
The gateway does not support the Oracle ROWID implementation.

See Appendix A for more information about restrictions on SQL syntax.

ORDER BY Clause
When an ORDER BY clause number is used to refer to a column value that is used 
in an arithmetic expression, the query fails. For example, this statement will not 
work:

SQL> SELECT "empno", "sal" + 1000 FROM "emp"@INGR ORDER BY 2;

Other Oracle Products

Oracle Forms Version 3 and Earlier Versions Are Not Supported
The gateway does not support Oracle Forms Version 3 and earlier versions. 
Developer/2000 is supported. Refer to the online help for the Forms Builder 
product for more information about using Developer/2000 with Oracle and other 
data sources.

Developer/2000
Developer/2000 provides object properties (Key Mode Block Property, Locking 
Mode Block Property, Cursor Mode Form Module Property, and Savepoint Mode 
Form Module Property), and triggers that you can use when developing 
applications that access an OpenIngres database through the gateway. For more 
information on how to use Developer/2000 with the gateway, refer to the online 
help for the Forms Builder product.

Because Developer/2000 currently cannot handle case-sensitive object names, you 
must create views in the Oracle server. For example, to access the OpenIngres table 
named emp from Forms Builder, create this view:

SQL> CREATE VIEW EMP (EMPNO, EENAME, SAL, HIREDATE)
       AS SELECT "empno", "ename", "sal", "hiredate"
       FROM "emp"@INGR;

Refer to the view EMP instead of "emp"@INGR in Forms Builder.
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Discoverer/2000
Discoverer/2000 enables browsing an OpenIngres database through the gateway. 
The Discoverer/2000 feature "Include Data Sources..." is intended to enable you to 
browse OpenIngres tables directly. However, when using "Include Data Sources..." 
the user names appear in uppercase letters because of a problem in 
Discoverer/2000. Because of this problem, you cannot access OpenIngres tables 
directly.

Because Discoverer/2000 might not handle case-sensitive object names, create 
views in the Oracle server to work around this problem. For example, to access the 
OpenIngres table named emp from Discoverer/2000, create this view:

SQL> CREATE VIEW EMP (EMPNO, EENAME, SAL, HIREDATE)
       AS SELECT "empno", "ename", "sal", "hiredate"
       FROM "emp"@INGR;

Refer to the view EMP instead of "emp"@INGR in Forms Builder.
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Introduction

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres enables Oracle client applications 
to access OpenIngres data through Structured Query Language (SQL). The gateway, 
with the Oracle server, creates the appearance that all data resides on a local Oracle 
server, even though data might be widely distributed. If data is moved from an 
OpenIngres database to an Oracle database, no changes in client application design 
or function are needed because the gateway handles all differences in datatypes or 
SQL functions between the application and database.

Topics included are:

■ Advantages of the Gateway

■ Gateway Components

■ How the Gateway Works

■ Additional Features
uction 2-1



Advantages of the Gateway
Advantages of the Gateway
Using Oracle SQL, Oracle client applications can access OpenIngres data as if the 
data is stored in an Oracle table. Data residing in Oracle and OpenIngres databases 
can be accessed by a single SQL statement, performing heterogeneous joins and 
subselects. This means you can develop one set of portable applications to use 
against Oracle and OpenIngres databases. You can continue to develop new 
information systems without losing the investment made in existing data and 
applications. 

Transactions updating Oracle and OpenIngres databases are automatically 
protected by the Oracle two-phase commit feature of Oracle. Use of synonyms is 
another Oracle feature you can exploit. By setting up synonyms in the Oracle server 
that point to database links to OpenIngres tables, the client application remains 
unaware of the physical location of the data. This can make any future migration of 
data from OpenIngres to Oracle transparent to the client applications.

The gateway requires only the Oracle server and SQL*Net. All other Oracle 
products are optional. However, using other Oracle products with the gateway can 
greatly extend the gateway’s capabilities. 

Developer/2000
Use Developer/2000 to build applications that can manipulate data stored in the 
OpenIngres and Oracle databases. This includes designing forms, producing 
graphic displays, and creating a wide range of reports. 

Discoverer/2000
Use Discoverer/2000 to analyze and manipulate data residing in an OpenIngres 
database. This product gives you access to corporate data using a data analysis tool. 
See "Known Restrictions" for information about using Discoverer/2000 with 
OpenIngres databases.

SQL*Plus
Use SQL*Plus for moving data between the databases. This product gives you the 
ability to copy the data in your departmental OpenIngres databases to corporate 
Oracle databases.
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Gateway Components 
The gateway is accessed through the Oracle server to integrate a data source into 
the Oracle environment. All components can be located on one platform, or 
distributed over several platforms:

■ Client applications connect to an Oracle server. Client applications and Oracle 
tools, such as Forms Builder, access the gateway through the Oracle server. 

■ Oracle server connects directly to the gateway. The Oracle server enables 
heterogeneous queries against Oracle and OpenIngres data, and post-processes 
Oracle SQL functions not supported by OpenIngres. The Oracle server also 
stores definitions of database links for the OpenIngres database.

■ SQL*Net provides client-to-server and server-to-gateway communication. This 
enables a client to communicate with the Oracle server and the Oracle server to 
communicate with the gateway.

■ Gateway accesses OpenIngres data. Oracle client applications do not connect 
directly to the gateway, but indirectly by connecting to an Oracle server. The 
Oracle server communicates with a gateway in the normal Oracle 
server-to-server manner using SQL*Net. The gateway is a single process and 
does not start background processes. On UNIX platforms, a gateway process is 
started for each user session.

The Oracle server and the gateway work together to present the appearance of a 
single Oracle database to the client. All data accessed by the client appears to reside 
in this single Oracle database.

Oracle Server

Gateway
Client
Applications

SQL*Net OpenIngres Database
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How the Gateway Works

These steps explain the sequence of events that occur when a client application 
queries an OpenIngres database through the gateway:

1. Client application sends a query to the Oracle server.

2. Oracle server sends the query to the gateway.

3. For the first transaction in a session, the gateway logs into OpenIngres using a 
username that is valid in the OpenIngres database.

4. Gateway converts the SQL statement to a SQL statement understood by 
OpenIngres.

5. Gateway retrieves data using OpenIngres SQL statements.

6. Gateway converts retrieved data to a format compatible with the Oracle server. 

7. Gateway returns query results to the Oracle server.

8. Oracle server returns query results to client application.

Additional Features

Remote Data Access
Applications can use Oracle client-server capability to connect to a remote server 
using SQL*Net. The server can then connect to the gateway using a database link. 
You have more flexibility in locating your data because the Oracle architecture 
enables network connections between each of the components.

With remote access, you can move application development onto cost-efficient 
workstations or microcomputers. Without remote access, you are limited to the data 
available in the local environment. With remote access, your data sources are 
virtually unlimited. Remote access also enables you to choose the best environment 

Gateway
Client
Applications

SQL*Net
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for your users. For example, data might be located on a platform that supports only 
character-mode interfaces, but users can access the data from desktop platforms 
that support graphical user interfaces.

Eliminates Unnecessary Data Replication
Because the gateway gives your application direct access to OpenIngres data, you 
eliminate the need to upload and download large quantities of data to other 
locations. Instead, you access the data where it is, when you want it, without having 
to move the data between machines and risk unsynchronized and inconsistent data. 
Avoiding data duplication reduces the disk storage requirements over all your 
systems. 

If your system requires moving data between machines in a network, however, 
SQL*Plus and the gateway can simplify the data transfer. With one SQL*Plus COPY 
command you can move entire sets of data from one network node to another and 
from one database to another.

Heterogeneous Database Integration
The Oracle server can accept a SQL statement that queries data stored in several 
different databases. The Oracle server passes the appropriate SQL statement 
directly to other Oracle databases and through gateways to non-Oracle databases. 
The Oracle server then combines the results and returns them to the client. This 
enables processing of a query that spans OpenIngres, IBM DB2, and local and 
remote Oracle data.

Application Development and End User Tools
Through the gateway, Oracle Corporation extends the range of application 
development and user tools you can use to access your databases. These tools 
increase application development and user productivity by reducing prototype, 
development, and maintenance time. Current Oracle users do not have to learn a 
new set of tools to access data stored in OpenIngres databases. Instead, they can 
access Oracle and OpenIngres data with one set of tools. These tools can run on 
remote machines connected through SQL*Net to the Oracle server. 

Two-Phase Commit and Multi-Site Transactions
In a distributed database system, the network might fail during a distributed 
transaction. The Oracle transaction model uses a two-phase commit protocol to 
protect the databases during the period of committing data at sites participating in a 
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distributed transaction. This feature ensures that all database servers participating 
in the transaction commit or roll back the transaction statements. The gateway 
supports this two-phase commit protocol. Only one OpenIngres database is allowed 
per update transaction.

Protection of Current Investment
With the gateway, you can continue to develop your information systems without 
losing your investments in current applications. You can access your Oracle and 
OpenIngres data with your new applications. You can also use the gateway to move 
OpenIngres data into Oracle databases. The gateway enables you to move to 
distributed database technology without having to change existing applications.

Query Optimization
When processing a query that involves multiple databases, the Oracle server passes 
optimized statements to the remote servers and gateways involved in the query to 
minimize the amount of data returned across the network.

Error Mapping and Logging
The gateway provides error mapping. The gateway maps an OpenIngres error to an 
Oracle server error message, then adds all the relevant error messages generated by 
the data source server. You can route messages to the client application, an operator 
console, an error log, or any combination of these destinations as needed. Error 
mapping provides database transparency for applications.

National Language Support
Oracle Open Gateways provide national language support, including translated 
Oracle messages and character set support. See Appendix D, "National Language 
Support" for more information.

Pass-Through Feature
Commands and statements specific to an OpenIngres database can be passed 
through the gateway for execution by OpenIngres. See "Using the Pass-Through 
Feature (GTW_SQL.GTWPASS)" for more information.
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Installing the Gateway

This chapter explains how to install the gateway software from the distribution 
CD-ROM. Topics included are:

■ Before You Begin

■ Install the Gateway from CD-ROM

■ De-installing the Gateway

Before installing the gateway, confirm that all hardware and software requirements 
are met, as described in Chapter 1, "Release Information".
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Before You Begin
Before You Begin
Before you begin installing the gateway components, determine the configuration of 
the gateway components on your system, identify the machines where the Oracle 
server, gateway, and OpenIngres database reside, and verify administration roles.

Determine Configuration of Gateway Components
Use this figure to sketch your configuration by drawing boxes around the 
components you want on the same machine. Label the machines where the Oracle 
server, the gateway, and the OpenIngres database reside: 

After determining your configuration and identifying the machines, ensure the 
machines and software meet the hardware and software requirements described in 
Chapter 1. The supported versions of HP-UX, OpenIngres database and 
communication software, and Oracle server must be installed.

Verify Administration Roles
To install the gateway components, you must have these administration roles:

■ Oracle database administration access and privileges on the machines where 
the gateway and the Oracle server are installed.

■ OpenIngres database administrator access and privileges on the machines 
where the OpenIngres database is installed.

Oracle Server

Gateway
Client
Applications

SQL*Net 

OpenIngres Database
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Install the Gateway from CD-ROM
The gateway must be installed into a new $ORACLE_HOME directory.

Step 1: Log in to HP-UX as the Oracle database administrator (DBA) user
If you are not currently a DBA user, contact your system administrator to create a 
database administrator login user ID. Refer to the pre-installation chapter in the 
Oracle Server for HP9000 Series 700/800 Installation and Configuration Guide.

Step 2: Create the $ORACLE_HOME directory 
Create a new directory as $ORACLE_HOME for the gateway. When you create the 
directory, use the version number as part of the pathname to allow different 
versions of the gateway to be installed under one Oracle directory tree. For 
example:

$ mkdir /oracle
$ mkdir /oracle/gateway
$ mkdir /oracle/gateway/4.1.0
$ chown oracle /oracle/gateway/4.1.0
$ chgrp dba /oracle/gateway/4.1.0
$ chmod 755 /oracle/gateway/4.1.0

Step 3: Set environment variables   
Set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the directory you 
created. The command depends on which UNIX shell you are using. For example, if 
you have the Bourne or Korn Shell, enter:

$ ORACLE_HOME=/oracle/gateway/4.1.0; export ORACLE_HOME

If you have the C Shell, enter:

$ setenv ORACLE_HOME /oracle/gateway/4.1.0

Set the ORACLE_TERM environment variable to point to the terminal type. The 
command depends on which UNIX shell you are using. For example, if you have 
the Bourne or Korn Shell, enter:

$ ORACLE_TERM=vt100; export ORACLE_TERM

If you have the C Shell, enter:

$ setenv ORACLE_TERM vt100
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Step 4: Create a directory for the Oracle online documentation                                                                                            
For example:

$ mkdir $ORACLE_HOME/doc

Step 5: Start the Oracle Installer
Change to root user, mount the CD-ROM, and exit from root. Place the CD-ROM in 
your CD-ROM drive and enter:

$ su root
password: password
# mkdir /cdrom
# mount -r -F cdfs /dev/cd0  /cdrom
# exit

where dev/cd0  is the name of our CD-ROM device. Now change directories and 
start the Oracle Installer:

$ cd orainst
$ ./orainst

The Oracle Installer Version 4.0.1.0.0 is provided on the product CD-ROM with the 
gateway. If you are using and earlier version of the Installer, you must upgrade to 
Version 4.0.1.0.0 by selecting the new Oracle Installer from the Available Products 
menu.

For general information about installing Oracle products and how to use the Oracle 
Installer, refer to the Oracle Server for HP9000 Series 700/800 Installation and 
Configuration Guide.

Step 6: Run the Oracle Installer and install the gateway                                                                                                                    
Oracle Installer is a menu-driven utility that guides you through installing the 
gateway by prompting you with action items. The action items and the sequence in 
which they appear depend on your platform. Use this table as a guide to the 
installation, following the instructions from the Response column:

Menu Name Response

Install type Use the default values of  "Default Install" and "OK". Press [Return].

Installation Activity Choice Use the default values of  "Install, Upgrade, or De-Install Software" 
and "OK". Press [Return].
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Installation Options Use the default values of  "Install, Install New Product -- Create DB 
Objects" and "OK". Press [Return]. 

Environment Variables If necessary, enter or change the values for ORACLE_BASE and 
ORACLE_HOME. Enter the value you are using for gateway_sid for 
ORACLE_SID. When ready to continue, press [Return].

For example:

ORACLE_BASE:  /private1/app/oracle

ORACLE_HOME:  /private1/app/oracle/product/tg4ingr

ORACLE_SID:   tg4ingr

Re-link All Executables? Use the default value of "No". Press [Return].

There is no name for this menu. Its 
purpose is to verify various pathnames.

Verify the displayed pathnames and change as necessary. Press 
[Return].

Software Asset Manager Use the [Tab] to select "Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres 
4.1.0.0.0" and the SQL*Net adapter of your choice, such as "TCP/IP 
Protocol Adapter". Use the [Tab] key to highlight "Install". Press 
[Return].

OpenIngres II_SYSTEM : If the OpenIngres database and the gateway are on the 
same machine, enter the pathname of the parent directory where the 
OpenIngres software is installed. If the OpenIngres database is on a 
remote machine, enter the pathname of the parent directory where 
the OpenIngres/Net software is installed.

V_NODE: If the OpenIngres database is on the same machine as the 
gateway, leave this field blank. If the OpenIngres database is on a 
different machine from the gateway, enter the virtual node name 
defined in the OpenIngres/Net utility.

DATABASE NAME: Enter the name of the OpenIngres database to 
which the gateway will connect.

Press [Return].

Client Shared Library Use the default value of "No". Press [Return].

Installer Actions Completed Installation of the gateway is finished. Press [Return].

Software Asset Manager Use the [Tab] key to highlight "Exit". Press [Return]. 

The Oracle Installer asks you to confirm that you want to exit. To 
confirm, use the [Tab] key to highlight "Yes". Press [Return].

Menu Name Response
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Step 7: Verify installation success                                                                                                                                                        
After the Oracle Installer confirms the installation has ended, verify that the 
installation was successful. To do this, check the contents of the installation log file, 
located in the $ORACLE_HOME/orainst directory. The default file name is 
install.log.

Ignore the instruction to run the root.sh script.

De-installing the Gateway
If you need to de-install the gateway from your system:

1. Log in as the Oracle database administrator.

2. Change directory to $ORACLE_HOME/orainst by entering:

$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/orainst

3. Start the Oracle Installer by entering:

$ ./orainst

4. Accept the defaults for the prompts on $ORACLE_HOME (log_file_name  and 
Oracle_owner ).

5. Use the arrow keys to select the "Software Deinstallation" option from the 
Oracle Installer actions list. A list of available products in the $ORACLE_
HOME directory is displayed.

6. Use the arrow keys and the space bar to highlight "Transparent Gateway for 
OpenIngres" in the displayed list.

7. Use the [Tab] key to select the "Remove..." option. Press [Return].

8. Confirm that you want to remove the selected product.

The only files removed are those that were copied to the $ORACLE_HOME 
directory during the installation of the gateway. Other related files must be removed 
manually.
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Configuring the Gateway

After installing the gateway, follow the instructions in this chapter to configure the 
gateway. Gateway configuration tasks include:

■ Configuring the Gateway

■ Configuring SQL*Net for the Gateway

■ Configuring the ODBC Environment

■ Configuring SQL*Net for the Oracle Server

■ Optional Configuration Steps

■ Administering Database Links

■ Configuring Multiple OpenIngres Databases

Follow all steps in this chapter to configure the gateway to access an OpenIngres 
database. To configure the gateway for additional OpenIngres databases, perform 
all the steps in this chapter for each database. See "Configuring Multiple 
OpenIngres Databases".
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Configuring the Gateway

Step 1: Choose a system ID for the gateway                                                                                   
The gateway system identifier (SID) is a string of alphanumeric characters that 
identifies a gateway instance. The SID is used in the gateway startup script and as 
part of the file name for the gateway parameter file. The default SID is tg4ingr.

You need one gateway instance, and therefore one gateway SID, for each 
OpenIngres database you want to access. If you want to access two OpenIngres 
databases, you need two gateway SIDs, one for each instance of the gateway. If you 
have one OpenIngres database and want to access it sometimes with one set of 
gateway parameter settings, and other times with different gateway parameter 
settings, you can do that by having multiple gateway SIDs for the single 
OpenIngres database.

This configuration steps described in this section assume a single gateway SID is 
being configured. For information on configuring multiple gateway SIDs, see 
"Configuring Multiple OpenIngres Databases".

Step 2: Customize the gateway startup script                                                                                 
The gateway startup script initializes certain environment variables and starts the 
gateway. The script is started by the SQL*Net TNS listener after an incoming 
connect request for the gateway comes in. The startup script is required and you 
must customize it as needed. Customizing the startup script is only needed once for 
each installation. If you have already done this customizing, skip ahead to Step 3.

During installation, a startup script is created as $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr.sh. 
Note that $ORACLE_HOME is the ORACLE_HOME where the gateway and 
SQL*Net products are installed.

The startup script is sufficient for starting the gateway, verifying an installation, and 
running the demonstration scripts. These entries are required in the script:

GATEWAY_SID=gateway_sid
ORACLE_HOME=oracle_home_directory
SHLIB_PATH=odbc_directory
II_SYSTEM=ingr_parent_directory
II_DATE_FORMAT=US
export GATEWAY_SID ORACLE_HOME SHLIB_PATH 
       II_SYSTEM II_DATE_FORMAT
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exec ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/tg4ingr\
   $* 2> error_file_name

where:.

Place the startup script in the directory $ORACLE_HOME/bin. Use the UNIX ls  
-l  command to verify the startup script has its permissions set to be executable.

Step 3: Customize the gateway initialization (initsid.ora) file                                                                         
The gateway initialization file (initsid.ora) supports all SQL-based gateway 
initialization parameters described in Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and 
Procedural Gateways. The initialization file must be available when the gateway is 
started. During installation, a default initialization file is created in 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin/initsid.ora, where sid is the default SID of 
tg4ingr. If you chose a SID other than the default, rename this file using the SID you 
chose in Step 1. This default initialization file is sufficient for starting the gateway, 
verifying a successful installation, and running the demonstration scripts.

These entries might appear in an initialization file:

log_destination= log_file
db_name=db_link_name
db_domain= domain_name
resolve_binds=false
sql_trace=false
nls_date_format="yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss"
set data_source_name= data_source_name
set target=openingres

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway and matches the SID 
specified in the connect descriptor for the gateway in the 
tnsnames.ora file.

oracle_home_directory specifies the directory where the Oracle server is installed.

odbc_directory specifies the directory where the ODBC driver manager is 
installed. Usually it has a pathname of 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/odbc/lib.

ingr_parent_directory specifies the parent directory under which OpenIngres is 
installed. 

error_file_name specifies the full pathname of the file where the gateway 
writes error messages
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where:

Many initialization parameters modify gateway behavior. You might want to 
change the initialization file later to meet your system requirements. See 
Appendix C, "Gateway Initialization Parameters" and the Oracle Open Gateways 
Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways for more information about 
customizing the gateway initialization file.

Configuring SQL*Net for the Gateway
The gateway requires SQL*Net to provide transparent data access to and from the 
server. After configuring the gateway, perform these steps to configure SQL*Net to 
work with the gateway:

Step 1: Configure the SQL*Net TNS listener for the gateway 
SQL*Net uses the TNS listener to receive incoming connections from a SQL*Net 
client. In the case of the gateway, the TNS listener listens for incoming requests from 
the Oracle server. For the TNS listener to listen for the gateway, information about 
the gateway must be added to the TNS listener configuration file (listener.ora). This 
file, by default, is located in the directory $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin, 
where $ORACLE_HOME is the directory under which the TNS listener is installed. 
This directory is the same directory under which the gateway is installed. If the TNS 
listener configuration file does not exist, create a new file named listener.ora in 
$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin.

log_file specifies the full pathname of the gateway log file.

db_link_name is only used when the Oracle server initialization parameter 
GLOBAL_NAMES is set to TRUE. In this case, the value of 
db_link_name  is the name of the database link created in the 
Oracle server to connect to the OpenIngres database. It is 1 to 8 
characters long. 

domain_name is only used when the Oracle server initialization parameter 
GLOBAL_NAMES is set to TRUE. In this case, the value of 
domain_name  is the domain name of the database link created in 
the Oracle server to connect to the OpenIngres database. 

data_source_name is the name of the ODBC data source to which the gateway 
connects. The ODBC data sources are specified in the odbc.ini 
file.
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Two entries must be added to the listener.ora file:

■ a list of SQL*Net addresses for the TNS listener to listen on

■ the gateway process the listener should start in response to incoming 
connection requests

Entry of SQL*Net Addresses for the TNS Listener
If you are using SQL*Net and the TCP/IP protocol adapter, the syntax of the entry 
in the listener.ora file is:

LISTENER=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
      (ADDRESS= 
          (PROTOCOL=TCP)
          (HOST= host_name )
          (PORT= port_number )
      )
  )

where: 

If you are using SQL*Net and the IPC protocol adapter, the syntax of the entry in 
listener.ora file is:

LISTENER=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
      (ADDRESS= 
          (PROTOCOL=IPC)
          (Key= key )
      )
  )

Note: The TNS listener and the gateway must reside on the same 
node. 

host_name is the name of the machine where the gateway is installed.

port_number specifies the port number used by the TNS listener. If you have 
other listeners running on host_name , the value of port_number  must 
be different from the listeners’ port numbers.
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where:

Entry for the Gateway Process to Start
To direct the TNS listener to start the gateway in response to incoming connection 
requests, add an entry to the listener.ora file using this syntax:

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
  (SID_LIST=
      (SID_DESC=
          (SID_NAME= gateway_sid )
          (ORACLE_HOME= oracle_home_directory )
          (PROGRAM= startup_script )
      )
  )

where:

 If you are already running a TNS listener that listens on multiple SIDs, add only 
this syntax to SID_LIST  in the existing listener.ora file:

  SID_LIST_LISTENER=
  (SID_LIST=
      (SID_DESC=.
                .
                .
       )
      (SID_DESC=.
                .
                .
       )
      (SID_DESC =
          (SID_NAME= gateway_sid )
          (ORACLE_HOME= oracle_home_directory )
          (PROGRAM= startup_script )

IPC is the IPC protocol used for IPC connections.

key is the service name.

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway.

oracle_home_directory specifies the Oracle home directory where the gateway 
resides.

startup_script specifies the script file that initializes the gateway 
environment and starts the gateway.
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      )
   )

This is an example of an entry made to an existing listener.ora file:

(SID_DESC =
          (SID_NAME=tg4ingr)
          (ORACLE_HOME=/usr/oracle)
          (PROGRAM=tg4ingr.sh)
)

See Understanding SQL*Net/Net8 Administrator’s Guide for more information about 
changing listener.ora. 

Step 2: Stop and Start the TNS Listener for the Gateway                                                                                          
The TNS listener must be started to initiate the new settings (it is important that the 
effective user ID of the TNS listener be a valid OpenIngres user with the super-user 
flag set to "Y"):

■ Set the PATH environment variable to access the commands in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/bin where the gateway is installed. If you have the Bourne 
or Korn shell, enter:

$ PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH;export PATH

If you have the C shell, enter:

$ setenv PATH
$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH;export PATH

■ If the listener is already running, use the lsnrctl  command to stop the listener 
and then start it with the new settings:

$ lsnrctl stop
$ lsnrctl start 

■ Check the status of the listener with the new settings:

$ lsnrctl status
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Here is an example of output from a lsnrctl  status check:

Connecting to (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=204.179.99.15)(PORT=1551))
STATUS of the LISTENER
----------------------
Alias                    LISTENER
Version                  TNSLSNR for SVR4: Version 2.3.4.0.0 - Production
Start Date               05-DEC-96 14:07:29
Uptime                   0 days 21 hr. 9 min. 25 sec
Trace Level              off
Security                 off
Listener Parameter File  /parla/test40/ingr/network/admin/listener.ora
Listener Log File        /parla/test40/ingr/network/log/listener.log
Services Summary...
  tg4ingr            has 1 service handlers
The command completed successfully

In this example, tg4ingr is the default SID value assigned during installation. 
You can use any valid ID for the SID, or keep the defaults.

Configuring the ODBC Environment
The gateway uses the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) technology. The 
gateway loads an ODBC driver for OpenIngres to connect to an OpenIngres 
database. The odbc.ini file is an initialization file that has information about the 
location of the ODBC driver and data source. During installation, a sample odbc.ini 
file is installed in the directory $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin.

When an odbc.ini file exists in that directory from a previous gateway installation, 
installing a later gateway version creates a new sample initialization file in the same 
directory as the existing odbc.ini file. The new sample file is named 
odbc.ini.new_install. Ensure you are using the latest initialization file by erasing 
the existing odbc.ini file or giving it a new name. Rename odbc.ini.new_install to 
odbc.ini and proceed with the configuration steps.

The sample file is composed of these sections:

■ ODBC Data Sources

■ Data Source Specification 

■ ODBC Options 

Note: You must use the same SID value in the tnsnames.ora file, 
the listener.ora file, and the GATEWAY_SID environment variable 
in the gateway startup script.
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You need an entry for each OpenIngres database specified in the initsid.ora file by 
the DATA_SOURCE_NAME parameter.

Here is an example of the odbc.ini file:

[ODBC Data Sources]
tg4ingr_41_demo = tg41INGR installation

[tg4ingr_41_demo]
Driver=/usr/oracle/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/OAoing13.sl
Description=OpenIngres
Database=Stores
ServerName=
Workarounds=1
QEWSD=36241

[ODBC]
Trace=0
TraceFile=/usr/oracle/tg4ingr/log/odbctrace.out
InstallDir=/usr/oracle/tg4ingr/odbc
TraceDll=/usr/oracle/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/odbctrac.sl

Step 1: Configure for ODBC data sources                                                                                                             
Add an entry to the [ODBC Data Sources]  section for each OpenIngres database 
you want to connect to:

[ODBC Data Sources]
data_source_name =source_description

where:

For example, to add the tg4ingr_41_demo  data source in an OpenIngres database, 
add this entry in the [ODBC Data Sources]  section of your odbc.ini file:

[ODBC Data Sources]
tg4ingr_41_demo=tg41INGR installation

If you are using the sample odbc.ini file installed during installation, this entry has 
been added for you.

data_source_name specifies the data source that the OpenIngres driver 
connects to. The data source name must match the data 
source name in the gateway initialization file.

source_description describes the data source to access; optional.
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Step 2: Configure for data source names                                                                                                               
After the [ODBC Data Sources]  section, add an entry for each data_source_name  
that you specified:

[ data_source_name ]
Driver= driver_path
Database= database_name
ServerName= v_name
Workarounds=1
QEWSD=36241

where:

This example shows a complete odbc.ini data source entry for the 
tg4ingr_41_demo  data source:

[ODBC Data Source]
tg4ingr_41_demo=tg4ingr demo installation

[tg4ingr_41_demo]
Driver=/usr/oracle/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/OAoing13.sl
Database=Stores
ServerName= v_name
Workarounds=1
QEWSD=36241

If you are using the sample odbc.ini file installed during installation, this entry has 
been added for you.

data_source_name is the name of the data source, as specified in the [ODBC Data 

Sources]  section.

driver_path is the full path to your driver. This field is required and must be 
specified as $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/OAoing13.sl.

database_name is the name of the database that the data source accesses.

v_name is the virtual node name defined in the OpenIngres/Net Utility. 
This field is optional.
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Step 3: Configure for ODBC options                                                                                                                       
The ODBC Options section of the odbc.ini file specifies the ODBC root directory 
and information about tracing. This section uses the format:

[ODBC]
InstallDir= odbc_root_dir
Trace= trace_on_off
TraceFile= trace_file_name
TraceDll= trace_dll_name

where:

If you are using the sample odbc.ini file installed during installation, this entry has 
been added for you.

Configuring SQL*Net for the Oracle Server
Any Oracle client connected to an Oracle server can access OpenIngres data 
through the gateway. The Oracle client and Oracle server can reside on different 
machines. The gateway accepts connections only from an Oracle server.                                                   

Before you use the gateway to access OpenIngres data you must configure the 
Oracle server so that it can communicate with the gateway over SQL*Net. To 
configure the server you add connect descriptors to the tnsnames.ora file. 

odbc_root_dir is the root directory where ODBC is installed. Use the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/odbc.

trace_on_off indicates whether tracing is enabled. Set trace_on_off  to 0 for 
no tracing; set it to 1 to collect tracing information.

trace_file_name is the full pathname of the trace file where trace data is written 
when tracing is on. For example: 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4inglog/odbctrace.out

trace_dll_name is the full pathname of the dynamically linked library (DLL) 
used for the ODBC trace when tracing is on. 

Note: Enabling tracing reduces the performance of the gateway. 
Use tracing only while testing and debugging your application. Do 
not enable tracing when the application is running in a production 
environment.
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An Oracle server that accesses the gateway needs a service name entry or a connect 
descriptor name entry in the tnsnames.ora file to tell the Oracle server where it can 
make connections. This file, by default, is located in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin, where $ORACLE_HOME is the directory in 
which the Oracle server is installed. The tnsnames.ora file is required by the Oracle 
server accessing the gateway; it is not required by the gateway. See Understanding 
SQL*Net/Net8 Administrator’s Guide for more information about changing 
tnsnames.ora.

TCP/IP Example
An Oracle server accesses the gateway using SQL*Net and the TCP/IP protocol 
adapter. The syntax of the connect descriptor entry in tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (PORT= port_number )
         (HOST= host_name )
         (CONNECT_DATA=
             (SID= gateway_sid )
             (SERVER=DEDICATED)
         )
      )
    )

where:

connect_descriptor describes the object to connect to; specified when creating the 
database link (for example, tg4ingr).

TCP is the TCP protocol used for TCP/IP connections.

port_number matches the port number used by the SQL*Net TNS listener 
that is listening for the gateway. The TNS listener’s port 
number is in the listener.ora file. See "Configuring SQL*Net 
for the Gateway".

host_name specifies the machine on which the gateway is running. The 
TNS listener’s host name can be found in the listener.ora file 
used by the TNS listener. See "Configuring SQL*Net for the 
Gateway".
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IPC Example
An Oracle server accesses the gateway using SQL*Net and the interprocess socket 
call (IPC) protocol adapter. The syntax of the connect descriptor entry in 
tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=IPC)
         (KEY= key )
         (CONNECT_DATA=
             (SID= gateway_sid )
             (SERVER=DEDICATED)
         )
      )
   ) 

where:

Optional Configuration Steps
These additional configuration options are available if you choose to use them:

■ Create a transaction log table, so that the gateway can recover distributed 
transactions.

■ Create a data dictionary table in OpenIngres to enhance compatibility with 
certain Oracle tools.

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway and matches the SID specified 
in the listener.ora file of the TNS listener that is listening for 
the gateway.

connect_descriptor describes the object to connect to; specified when creating the 
database link (for example, tg4ingr)

IPC is the IPC protocol used for IPC connections

key is the service name.

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway and matches the SID specified 
in the listener.ora file of the TNS listener that is listening for 
the gateway.
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You can choose to perform either option, or both, or neither.

Creating a Transaction Log Table 
For the gateway to recover distributed transactions, set up a recovery account in the 
OpenIngres database. By default, the username of the account is RECOVER. The 
name of the account can be changed with the initialization parameter 
RECOVERY_ACCOUNT. 

To configure the gateway for distributed update transactions, set the initialization 
parameter TRANSACTION_MODEL to COMMIT_CONFIRM. When configuring 
the gateway this way, a table must be created in the OpenIngres database. The 
gateway uses this transaction log table to check the status of failed transactions that 
were started at the OpenIngres database by the gateway and registered in this table. 
The table is called TG4INGR_TX_LOG and consists of one column, TX_ID, datatype 
VARCHAR(128). 

To create a transaction log table use the script tg4ingr_tx.sql, located in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin. The name of the transaction log table can be 
altered with the TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE initialization parameter. See 
Appendix C, "Gateway Initialization Parameters" for more information.

Creating a Data Dictionary Table (dual) in OpenIngres                                                                                   
To enhance compatibility with certain Oracle tools, it is recommended there be a 
matching Oracle DUAL table in the OpenIngres database you are accessing. The 
matching OpenIngres table is named "dual".

The dual table consists of one column called "dummy", of datatype VARCHAR(1), 
and has one row with a value of "X". The dual table must be accessible to all users.

To create the dual table, use the script tg4ingr_dual.sql, located in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin.

Note: The information in this table is vital to the recovery process 
and must not be altered. This table must be created and must not be 
used, accessed, or updated other than by the gateway.

Note: The dual table is created in the schema of the user running 
the script. The script grants select privileges to public for this table. 
If you want to refer to dual from within another schema, you must 
specify the owner of the table or create a private synonym for it.
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Administering Database Links
A connection to the gateway is established through a database link when it is first 
used in an Oracle session. In this context, "connections" refers to the connection 
between the Oracle server and the gateway. Another session or user can access the 
same database link to connect to the gateway and OpenIngres database.

Database links are active for the duration of a gateway session.To close a database 
link during a session, use the ALTER SESSION statement. 

The database and application administrators of a distributed database system are 
responsible for managing the necessary database links that define paths to the 
OpenIngres database. For more information about using database links, refer to the 
OracleVn Administrator’s Guide. 

Creating Database Links
To create a database link and a path to an OpenIngres database, use the CREATE 
DATABASE LINK statement. The CONNECT TO clause specifies the OpenIngres 
user ID and password. The USING clause points to a tnsnames.ora connect 
descriptor. If you do not specify a user ID and password in the CONNECT TO 
clause, the Oracle server uses the user ID and password of the current user for the 
database link.

This syntax describes how to create a database link to access information in the 
OpenIngres database:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK dblink
   2   CONNECT TO userid IDENTIFIED BY password
   3   USING ’ connect_descriptor ’;

where:

db_link is the complete database link name.

userid is the user ID used to establish a session in OpenIngres. This 
user ID must be a valid OpenIngres database user ID and be 
authorized to use any database object on the OpenIngres 
database that is referenced in the SQL commands.

If userid  contains lowercase letters or non-alphanumeric 
characters, surround userid  with double quote characters.

password is a password of your choice. OpenIngres does not support 
passwords but the Oracle server does.
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Dropping Database Links
Use the DROP DATABASE LINK statement to drop a database link. For example, to 
drop the public database link named INGRLINK, enter:

SQL> DROP PUBLIC DATABASE LINK INGRLINK;

A database link should not be dropped if it is still required to resolve an in-doubt 
distributed transaction. Refer to the OracleVn Administrator’s Guide for more 
information about dropping database links. 

Examining Available Database Links
The data dictionary of each database stores the definitions of all the database links 
in that database. The USER_DB_LINKS data dictionary views show the database 
links that are defined for a user. Your USER_DB_LINKS data dictionary view shows 
your defined database links. The ALL_DB_LINKS data dictionary views show all 
defined database links. You must have database administrator authority to access 
ALL_DB_LINKS. 

Limiting the Number of Active Database Links
You can limit the number of connections from a user process to remote databases 
with the parameter OPEN_LINKS. This parameter controls the number of remote 
connections that any single user process can use concurrently with a single SQL 
statement. Refer to the OracleVn Administrator’s Guide for more information about 
limiting the number of active database links. 

Configuring Multiple OpenIngres Databases
 The configuration example assumes that:

■ the gateway was installed and configured with the default SID of tg4ingr

■ the gateway was installed in the $ORACLE_HOME directory /oracle/4.1.0

■ the gateway was configured for one OpenIngres database named db1

■ two OpenIngres databases are being added, named db2 and db3

connect_descriptor is the SQL*Net TNS connect descriptor used to identify the 
remote database.
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Configuring the gateway for additional OpenIngres databases is similar to 
configuring it for one database. The steps include:

■ configuring the gateway

■ configuring SQL*Net for the gateway

■ configuring the ODBC environment

■ accessing OpenIngres data through the gateway

Multiple Databases Example: Configuring the Gateway

Choose Gateway System IDs (SIDs) for each OpenIngres Database
A separate instance of the gateway accesses the different OpenIngres databases. 
Each instance needs its own gateway SID. For this example, these gateway SIDs are 
chosen for the instances that access the OpenIngres databases:

■ tg4ingr_2 is the gateway SID for the instance that accesses database db2

■ tg4ingr_3 is the gateway SID for the instance that accesses database db3

Create New Startup Scripts
Create a gateway startup script for each instance of the gateway. Make two copies of 
the original startup script, $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr.sh, naming one with the 
gateway SID for db2 and the other with the gateway SID for db3: 

$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/bin
$ cp tg4ingr.sh tg4ingr_2.sh
$ cp tg4ingr.sh tg4ingr_3.sh

Change the value of GATEWAY_SID and the tg4ingr.err file name in the new 
startup scripts:

For tg4ingr_2.sh:

GATEWAY_SID=tg4ingr_2
.
.
.
exec ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/tg4ingr\
  $* 2> ${ORACLE_HOME}/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr_2.err
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For tg4ingr_3.sh:

GATEWAY_SID=tg4ingr_3
.
.
.
exec ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/tg4ingr $* \
  $* 2> ${ORACLE_HOME}/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr_3.err

Create New Gateway Initialization files 
Create a gateway initialization file for each instance of the gateway. Make two 
copies of the original initialization file, 
$ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr/admin/initsid.ora, naming one with the gateway 
SID for db2 and the other with the gateway SID for db3:                                                                                          

$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin
$ cp inittg4ingr.ora inittg4ingr_2.ora
$ cp inittg4ingr.ora inittg4ingr_3.ora

Change the values of the LOG_DESTINATION and DATA_SOURCE_NAME 
parameters in the new files:

For inittg4ingr_2.ora:

log_destination=$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr_2.log
set data_source_name=tg4ingr_2

For inittg4ingr_3.ora:

log_destination=$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr_3.log
set data_source_name=tg4ingr_3

Note: If you have multiple gateway SIDs for the same OpenIngres database because 
you want to use different gateway parameter settings at different time, you follow 
this same procedure. You create several initsid.ora files, each with different SIDs 
and different parameter settings.

Multiple Databases Example: Configuring SQL*Net for Each Gateway Instance

Add New Entries to listener.ora
Add two new entries to the TNS listener configuration file, listener.ora. You need 
an entry for each gateway instance, even when multiple gateway instances access 
the same database. 
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The example shows the entry for the original installed gateway first, followed by 
the new entries:

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
(SID_LIST=
        (SID_DESC=
           (SID_NAME=tg4ingr)
           (ORACLE_HOME=/oracle/4.1.0)
           (PROGRAM=tg4ingr.sh)
          )
         (SID_DESC=
           (SID_NAME=tg4ingr_2)
           (ORACLE_HOME=/oracle/4.1.0)
           (PROGRAM=tg4ingr_2.sh)
          )
          (SID_DESC=
           (SID_NAME=tg4ingr_3)
           (ORACLE_HOME=/oracle/4.1.0)
           (PROGRAM=tg4ingr_3.sh)
          )
)

Multiple Databases Example: Configuring the ODBC Environment
The gateway with SID tg4ingr_2 connects to the OpenIngres database named 
db2, while the gateway with SID tg4ingr_3 connects to the OpenIngres database 
named db3. 

Add these entries to the odbc.ini file, which shows the existing entry for the 
original OpenIngres database db1:

[ODBC Data Sources]
tg4ingr=OpenIngres Database 1
tg4ingr_2=OpenIngres Database 2
tg4ingr_3=OpenIngres Database 3

[tg4ingr]
Driver=/oracle/4.1.0/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/OAoing13.sl
Database=db1
ServerName=
Workarounds=1
QEWSD=36241

[tg4ingr_2]
Driver=/oracle/4.1.0/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/OAoing13.sl
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Database=db2
ServerName=
Workarounds=1
QEWSD=36241

[tg4ingr_3
Driver=/oracle/4.1.0/tg4ingr/odbc/lib/OAoing13.sl
Database=db3
ServerName=
Workarounds=1
QEWSD=36241

Note: If you have multiple gateway instances accessing the same database, you do 
not need any additional entries in the odbc.ini file. The entries in this file 
correspond to the actual databases accessed, as specified by the 
DATA_SOURCE_NAME parameter in the initsid.ora file, not to the gateway 
instances. If you choose, you can have additional entries if you want to use different 
ODBC environment settings for the same database at different times.

Multiple Databases Example: Configuring SQL*Net for the Oracle Server

Add New Entries to tnsnames.ora
Add two new connect descriptor entries to the tnsnames.ora file. You need an entry 
for each gateway instance, even when multiple gateway instances access the same 
database.

This example shows the entry for the original installed gateway first, followed by 
the two entries for the new gateway instances.

old_db_link =(DESCRIPTION=
              (ADDRESS=
                (PROTOCOL=TCP)
                (PORT=1541)
                (HOST=gtwhp)
                (CONNECT_DATA=
                    (SID=tg4ingr)
                    (SERVER=DEDICATED)
                 )
               )
new_db2_link =(DESCRIPTION=
              (ADDRESS=
                (PROTOCOL=TCP)
                (PORT=1541)
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                (HOST=gtwhp)
                (CONNECT_DATA=
                    (SID=tg4ingr_2)
                    (SERVER=DEDICATED)
                 )
               )
            )

new_db2_link =(DESCRIPTION=
              (ADDRESS=
                (PROTOCOL=TCP)
                (PORT=1541)
                (HOST=gtwhp)
                (CONNECT_DATA=
                    (SID=tg4ingr_3)
                    (SERVER=DEDICATED)
                 )
               )
            )

The value for PORT is the TCP/IP port number of the TNS listener that is listening 
for the gateway. This number can be found in the listener.ora file used by the TNS 
listener. The value for HOST is the name of the machine on which the gateway is 
running. This name also can be found in the listener.ora file used by the TNS 
listener.

Stop and Start the TNS listener for the Gateway                                                                                          
If the TNS listener is running, stop and start it by entering:

$ lsnrctl stop
$ lsnrctl start

If the TNS listener is not running, start it by entering:

$ lsnrctl start
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Multiple Databases Example: Accessing OpenIngres Data Through the Gateway
Create a database link for tg4ingr_2 gateway by entering:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK oingr_2 CONNECT TO
  2  "user2" IDENTIFED BY "passwd2" USING ’tg4ingr_2’;

Create a database link for tg4ingr_3 gateway by entering:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK oingr_3 CONNECT TO
  2  "user3" IDENTIFED BY "passwd3" USING ’tg4ingr_3’;

Once the database links are established, you can query the new OpenIngres 
databases. For example:

SQL> SELECT * FROM all_users@oingr_2;

or

SQL> SELECT * FROM all_users@oingr_3;
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Using the Gateway

Now that the gateway is installed and configured, you can use the gateway to 
access OpenIngres data, pass OpenIngres commands from your application to the 
OpenIngres database, perform distributed queries, and copy data. Refer to these 
topics:

■ Accessing OpenIngres Data Through the Gateway

■ Datatype Conversion Rules

■ Using Synonyms

■ Processing SQL Statements

■ Using the Pass-Through Feature (GTW_SQL.GTWPASS)

■ Performing Distributed Queries

■ Performing Distributed Joins

■ Copying Data from Oracle to OpenIngres

■ Copying Data from OpenIngres to the Oracle Server

■ Tracing SQL Statements
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Accessing OpenIngres Data Through the Gateway
Before using the gateway, be sure the effective user ID of the TNS listener is a valid 
OpenIngres user with the super-user flag set to "Y". To access OpenIngres data 
through the gateway, complete these steps on the Oracle server:

1. Login to the Oracle server.

2. Create a database link to the OpenIngres database. For example:

SQL> CREATE DATABASE LINK INGR
   2   CONNECT TO "oracle" IDENTIFIED BY KISHAN123
   3   USING ’ingrdata’

3. Retrieve data from the OpenIngres database using the SELECT statement by 
one of these methods:

■ if the CONNECT TO clause of the database link specified oracle  as the 
user ID, the following example retrieves data from the emp table in the 
OpenIngres database, using the name oracle  as the OpenIngres database 
user:

SQL> SELECT * FROM "emp"@INGR

■ this SELECT statement retrieves the emp table in the corpdata  schema, 
using the name oracle  as the OpenIngres database user:

SQL> SELECT * FROM "corpdata"."emp"@INGR

The oracle  user must have the appropriate OpenIngres privileges to access 
the corpdata.emp  table.

4. Update data in the OpenIngres database using the UPDATE statement. For 
example:

SQL> UPDATE "emp"@INGR SET "sal"="sal"*1.10
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Datatype Conversion Rules
The gateway uses these rules to convert OpenIngres datatypes to Oracle datatypes:

C, CHAR C and CHAR are converted to Oracle datatype CHAR(length). The 
length of the Oracle CHAR datatype ranges from 1 to 255 while the 
length of the OpenIngres C and CHAR datatypes range from 1 to 2 000. 
When the length is greater than 255, the OpenIngres C and CHAR 
datatypes are converted to VARCHAR2 and are blank padded.

BYTE BYTE is converted to Oracle datatype RAW. The length of a RAW 
datatype ranges from 1 to 2000 characters. See "BYTE Datatype" for 
restrictions about this datatype.

DATE DATE is converted to Oracle datatype DATE. DATE range is January 1, 
1582 through December 31, 2382.

FLOAT, FLOAT8 FLOAT and FLOAT8 are synonyms. They are converted to Oracle 
datatype FLOAT(49). The range of FLOAT and FLOAT8 is -1.0e+38 to 
1.0e+38

FLOAT4 FLOAT4 is converted to Oracle7 datatype FLOAT(23). The range of 
FLOAT4 is -1.0e+38 to 1.0e+38.

INTEGER, 
INTEGER4

INTEGER and INTEGER4 are synonyms. They are converted to Oracle 
datatype NUMBER(10). The range of INTEGER and INTEGER4 is -2 
147 483 648 to 2 147 483 647.

INTEGER1 INTEGER1 is converted to Oracle7 datatype NUMBER(3). The range of 
INTEGER1 is -128 to 127.

INTEGER2, 
SMALLINT

 INTEGER2 and SMALLINT are synonyms. They are converted to 
Oracl7 datatype NUMBER(5). The range of INTEGER2 and SMALLINT 
is -32 768 to 32 767.

LONG BYTE LONG BYTE is converted to Oracle datatype LONG RAW. The length 
of a LONG RAW datatype ranges from 1 to 2G.

LONG VARCHAR LONG VARCHAR is converted to Oracle datatype LONG. The length 
of a LONG datatype ranges from 1 to 2G.

MONEY MONEY is converted to Oracle datatype NUMBER(15,2). The range of 
MONEY is -999 999 999 999.99 to 
999 999 999 999.99.

OBJECT_KEY OBJECT_KEY is converted to Oracle datatype CHAR(16).

TABLE_KEY TABLE_KEY is converted to Oracle datatype CHAR(8).

TEXT TEXT is converted to Oracle datatype VARCHAR2. The length of a 
TEXT datatype ranges from 1 to 2000 characters.
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The gateway allows implicit datatype conversion; OpenIngres does not. For 
example:

SELECT DATE_COL FROM TEST WHERE DAT_COL = "1-jan-1998";

The Oracle server converts the date string to a DATE datatype and performs the 
comparison. Because OpenIngres does not support implicit conversions, the 
gateway issues an error for the SELECT statement. To avoid problems with implicit 
conversions, add explicit conversions if the database you connect to supports these 
conversion routines. For example:

SELECT DATE_COL FROM TEST WHERE DAT_COL = TO_DATE("1-jan-1998")

To avoid problems with implicit conversions, you can work around this by adding 
an explicit conversion, provided that the database you connect to supports these 
conversion routines:

SELECT DATE_COL FROM test
WHERE DATE_COL = TO_DATE("1-jan-1998");

Using Synonyms
You can provide complete data location transparency and network transparency by 
using the synonym feature of the Oracle server. When a synonym is defined, you do 
not have to know the underlying table or network protocol. A synonym can be 
public, which means that all Oracle users can make reference to the synonym. A 
synonym can also be defined as private, which means every Oracle user must have 
a synonym defined to access an OpenIngres table. Refer to the Oracle 
documentation for details on the synonym feature.

This statement creates a system-wide synonym for the emp table in the schema of 
user oracle  in the OpenIngres database:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM EMP FOR "oracle"."emp"@INGR

VARCHAR VARCHAR is converted to Oracle datatype VARCHAR2. The length of 
a VARCHAR datatype ranges from 1 to 2000 characters.
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Processing SQL Statements
The gateway rewrites a SQL statement when it needs to be translated or 
post-processed. For example, if this request:

SELECT COL_A FROM TEST@FDS WHERE COL_A = INITCAP (’jones’);

is made to an OpenIngres database which does not understand the meaning of 
INITCAP , the gateway rewrites the SELECT statement to:

SELECT COL_A FROM TEST@FDS

The results of this query are sent to the gateway and then filtered by the Oracle 
server.

Sometimes a statement cannot be rewritten. For example, this statement:

UPDATE TEST@FDS WHERE COL_A = INITCAP (’jones’);

produces an error because the gateway and Oracle server cannot compensate for the 
lack of OpenIngres support for INITCAP.

There are cases when OpenIngres has a feature or expression that is not supported 
by the Oracle server. For these cases, there is no way to map the function to the 
Oracle server.

Using the Pass-Through Feature (GTW_SQL.GTWPASS)

The gateway can pass OpenIngres commands or statements from your application 
to the OpenIngres database. See the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and 
Procedural Gateways for more information about using the pass-through feature.

The GTW_SQL.GTWPASS procedure of the gateway is used in a PL/SQL block to 
specify the command or statement to pass:

BEGIN
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@dblink (’ command’, database_type );
END;

where:

dblink is the complete database link name.
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This example creates table EX1 in an OpenIngres database and inserts a row of data 
in it:

BEGIN
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’CREATE TABLE EX1 (A CHAR(11))’,
         ’openingres’);
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’INSERT INTO EX1 VALUES(’’FIRST_ROW’’)’,
         ’openingres’);
END;

Performing Distributed Queries
The Oracle Transparent Gateway technology allows distributed queries that join the 
Oracle server and the OpenIngres database, and any other database for which 
Oracle Corporation provides a gateway. These complex operations can be invisible 
to the users requesting the data. 

command is the command or statement to pass to the OpenIngres database. 
Only one command or statement can be specified. Single 
quotation marks are required around command.

The gateway does not pass these commands and statements:

■ COMMIT

■ CONNECT

■ ROLLBACK

■ SELECT

database_type is a required identifier for the type of database. This value must 
match the value specified by the TARGET parameter in the 
initsid.ora file. See Appendix C for more information about 
TARGET.
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Example of a Distributed Query
This example joins data between the Oracle server, an IBM DB2 database, and the 
OpenIngres database: 

SQL> SELECT O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME, SUM(E.RATE*P."hours")
      FROM ORDERS@DB2 O, EMP@ORACLE7 E, "projects"@INGR P
         WHERE O.PROJNO = P."projno"
         AND P."empno" = E.EMPNO
         GROUP BY O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME

Through a combination of views and synonyms, using the following SQL 
statements, the process of distributed queries is transparent to the user:

SQL> CREATE SYNONYM orders for orders@DB2
SQL> CREATE SYNONYM PROJECTS FOR "projects"@INGR
SQL> CREATE VIEW details (custname,projno,ename,spend)
     AS 
     SELECT O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME, SUM(E.RATE*P."hours")
     FROM orders o, EMP e, projects p
     WHERE O.PROJNO = P."projno" 
     AND P."empno" = E.EMPNO
     GROUP BY O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME

This SQL statement, retrieves data from these three databases in one command:

SQL> SELECT * FROM DETAILS;

This table is what you retrieve using the previous command:

CUSTNAME         PROJNO           ENAME          SPEND
--------         ------           -----          -----
ABC Co.             1             Jones           400
ABC Co.             1             Smith           180
XYZ Inc.            2             Jones           400
XYZ Inc.            2             Smith           180
 

Two-Phase Commit
When the gateway is configured as COMMIT_CONFIRM, it is always the commit 
point site when the OpenIngres database is updated by the transaction, regardless 
of the COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH setting. The Oracle server commits the unit of 
work in the OpenIngres database after verifying that all Oracle databases in the 
transaction have successfully prepared the transaction. For more information, see 
the OracleVn Administrator’s Guide.
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Only one gateway can participate in an Oracle two-phase commit transaction when 
the gateway is configured as COMMIT_CONFIRM. Two-phase commit transactions 
are recorded in the TG4INGR_TX_LOG table, which is created at the time of 
configuration. 

To enable two-phase commit:

1. Set TRANSACTION_MODEL to COMMIT_CONFIRM. See Appendix C for 
more information about TRANSACTION_MODEL.

2. Set up a user account in the OpenIngres database. The username and password 
in this account must match. Set RECOVERY_ACCOUNT to the user account. 
See Appendix C for more information about RECOVERY_ACCOUNT.

3. Create a transaction log table in the user account you created in Step 2. See 
"Creating a Transaction Log Table".

Performing Distributed Joins
A distributed join is a join that involves two or more databases. A join that only 
involves a single remote database is called a remote join. For example:

SELECT A, B@FDS, C@FDS WHERE ...

For this example, the gateway cannot perform the join of table B and C at the remote 
OpenIngres database even if they are located in the same database. Instead, the 
gateway retrieves tables B and C separately, joining them in the Oracle server, and 
then joins them with table A.

If you have performance problems, check whether the Oracle server can send the 
entire statement to the OpenIngres database. If you think the statement can be sent 
to the OpenIngres database, but it results in an error, it could mean that:

■ the statement needs to be rewritten to handle implicit conversion issues

■ a function is not supported in the context to which it is applied

The workaround is to rewrite the statements so that the fewest possible rows are 
sent to the Oracle server filter.

Note: Because the TG4INGR_TX_LOG table records the status of 
a gateway transaction, the table must reside where the OpenIngres 
update takes place. Updates to the TG4INGR_TX_LOG table cannot 
be part of an Oracle distributed transaction.
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Copying Data from Oracle to OpenIngres
The Oracle INSERT statement:

INSERT INTO table_name  SELECT column_list  FROM table_name

is not supported for copying data from Oracle to OpenIngres. For example, this 
statement: 

SQL> INSERT INTO INGR_TABLE SELECT * FROM MY_LOCAL_TABLE

returns the error message:

ORA-2025: All tables in the SQL statement must be at the remote database

Use the SQL*Plus COPY command to copy data from your local database to the 
OpenIngres database. The syntax is:

COPY FROM username / password @db_name
INSERT destination_table  USING query

This example selects all rows from the local Oracle EMP table, inserts them into the 
emp table on the OpenIngres database, and commits the transaction:

SQL> COPY FROM SCOTT/TIGER@ORACLE7 -
>  2   INSERT "emp"@INGR -
>  3   USING SELECT * FROM EMP

The COPY command supports APPEND, CREATE, INSERT, and REPLACE options. 
However, INSERT is the only option supported when copying to the OpenIngres 
database. The COPY command does not support copying into lower case table 
names. For more information about the COPY command, see the SQL*Plus User’s 
Guide and Reference.

Copying Data from OpenIngres to the Oracle Server
Use the CREATE TABLE command to copy data from the OpenIngres database to 
the Oracle server. To create a table on your local database and insert rows from an 
OpenIngres table, use this syntax:

CREATE TABLE table_name  AS query
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This example creates the table EMP in your local Oracle database and inserts the 
rows from the emp table of the OpenIngres database:

SQL> CREATE TABLE EMP AS SELECT * FROM "emp"@INGR

Alternatively, you can use the SQL*Plus COPY command to copy data from the 
OpenIngres database to the Oracle server. For more information about the COPY 
command, refer to the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference.

Tracing SQL Statements
SQL statements issued through the gateway can be changed before reaching the 
OpenIngres database. These changes are made to make the format acceptable to the 
gateway or to make Oracle SQL compatible with OpenIngres SQL. The Oracle 
server and the gateway can change the statements depending on the situation.

For various reasons, you might need to assess whether the gateway altered the 
statement correctly or whether the statement could be rewritten to improve 
performance. SQL tracing is a feature that allows you to see the changes made to a 
SQL statement by the Oracle server or the gateway.

SQL tracing reduces gateway performance. Use tracing only while testing and 
debugging your application. Do not enable SQL tracing when the application is 
running in a production environment. For more information about enabling SQL 
tracing, see the SQL_TRACE parameter in the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for 
SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways.

When SQL tracing is enabled, a log file is created and this information is written to 
the end of it: 

■ the SQL statement as it was received by the gateway from the Oracle server 

■ the SQL statement as it was sent to the OpenIngres database 

■ user information: username, user program, terminal ID, and process ID

By default, the gateway log file is written to the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log. If the name of the log file is not specified in the 
gateway initialization file with the LOG_DESTINATION parameter, the gateway 
creates a file named: 

gatewaysid_number .log
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where: 

For example, a log file name could be tg4ingr_3875.log. Because each gateway 
session creates a new log file, you can find your log files by searching for your 
Oracle username in the log file.

gatewaysid is the SID of the gateway. This value is specified by GATEWAY_SID in 
the gateway startup script.

number is the process identifier (PID) of the gateway process.
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Case Studies

The case studies demonstrate some of the gateway’s features. You can verify that 
the gateway is installed and operating correctly by using the case study files 
included on the distribution CD-ROM. Refer to these topics:

■ Case Descriptions

■ Demonstration Files

■ Creating Demonstration Tables

■ Case 1: Simple Queries

■ Case 2: A More Complex Query

■ Case 3: Joining OpenIngres Tables

■ Case 4: Write Capabilities

■ Case 5: Data Dictionary Query

■ Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature

The demonstration files are automatically copied to disk when the gateway is 
installed.
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Case Descriptions
Case Descriptions
The cases illustrate: 

■ a simple query (Case 1)

■ a more complex query (Case 2)

■ joining OpenIngres tables (Case 3)

■ write capabilities (Case 4)

■ a data dictionary query (Case 5)

■ the pass-through feature (Case 6)

The distribution CD-ROM contains the files needed for these cases: 

■ eight demonstration files 

■ one UNIX shell script file that creates the demonstration tables in the 
OpenIngres database

■ one SQL script file that creates the demonstration tables in the OpenIngres 
database

■ one SQL script file that drops the demonstration tables in the OpenIngres 
database

Demonstration Files
After installing the gateway, use the demonstration files stored in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/demo. The directory contains these demonstration files: 

case1.sql case5.sql

case2.sql case6.sql

case3.sql demobldingr.sh

case4a.sql demobldingr.sql

case4b.sql demodropingr.sql

case4c.sql
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Demonstration Requirements
The cases assume these requirements are met: 

■ the gateway is installed on a public basis

■ the gateway demonstration tables are installed in the OpenIngres database 

■ the Oracle server has an account named SCOTT with a password of TIGER

■ the Oracle server has a database link called INGR (set up as public or private to 
the user SCOTT) which starts the gateway and connects to an OpenIngres 
database as scott2 with password tiger2.

For example, you can create the database link as:

SQL> CREATE DATABASE LINK INGR CONNECT TO "scott2"
         IDENTIFIED BY "tiger2" USING ’INGR’; 
             

■ SQL*Net is set up correctly and running.

Creating Demonstration Tables
The case studies are based on the tables gtw_emp, gtw_dept, and gtw_salgrade. 

If the demonstration tables were not created in OpenIngres, use the demobldingr.sh 
script to build the tables: 

$ demobldingr.sh

The script uses these statements to create the tables in the OpenIngres database:

CREATE TABLE GTW_EMP ( 
EMPNO      integer2 NOT NULL,
ENAME      varchar(10), 
JOB        varchar(9), 
MGR        integer2, 
HIREDATE   date, 
SAL        float4, 
COMM       float8, 
DEPTNO     smallint); 

CREATE TABLE GTW_DEPT (
DEPTNO     integer1, 
DNAME      varchar(14), 
LOC        varchar(13)); 
CREATE TABLE GTW_SALGRADE ( 
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GRADE      integer1, 
LOSAL      float4, 
HISAL      float4); 

This script also creates the gtw_bonus and gtw_dummy tables which are not used 
by the case studies.

The table definitions are listed below using information retrieved by the SQL*DBA 
DESCRIBE command:

gtw_emp
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ------------
empno                           NOT NULL NUMBER(5) 
ename                                    VARCHAR2(10)
job                                      VARCHAR2(9) 
mgr                                      NUMBER(5) 
hiredate                                 DATE 
sal                                      FLOAT(23) 
comm                                     FLOAT(49)
deptno                                   NUMBER(5)

gtw_dept
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ------------
deptno                                   NUMBER(3) 
dname                                    VARCHAR2(14)
loc                                      VARCHAR2(13) 

gtw_salgrade
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ----------
grade                                    NUMBER(3) 
losal                                    FLOAT(23) 
hisal                                    FLOAT(23) 

gtw_bonus
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ----------- 
ename                                    VARCHAR2(10)
job                                      VARCHAR2(9) 
sal                                      FLOAT(49)
comm                                     FLOAT(49) 
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gtw_dummy
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---------- 
dummy                                    FLOAT(49) 

The contents of the OpenIngres tables are: 

gtw_emp
empno ename   job         mgr   hiredate   sal   comm   deptno
----- -----   ---         ---   ---------  ---   ----   ------
7369  Smith   CLERK       7902  17-DEC-80  800              20 
7499  ALLEN   SALESMAN    7698  20-FEB-81  1600   300       30 
7521  WARD    SALESMAN    7698  22-FEB-81  1250   500       30 
7566  JONES   MANAGER     7839  02-APR-81  2975             20 
7654  MARTIN  SALESMAN    7698  28-SEP-81  1250  1400       30 
7698  BLAKE   MANAGER     7839  01-MAY-81  2850             30 
7782  CLARK   MANAGER     7839  09-JUN-81  2450             10 
7788  SCOTT   ANALYST     7566  09-DEC-82  3000             20 
7839  KING    PRESIDENT         17-NOV-81  5000             10 
7844  TURNER  SALESMAN    7698  08-SEP-81  1500     0       30 
7876  ADAMS   CLERK       7788  12-JAN-83  1100             20 
7900  JAMES   CLERK       7698  03-DEC-81   950             30 
7902  FORD    ANALYST     7566  03-DEC-81  3000             20 
7934  MILLER  CLERK       7782  23-JAN-82  1300             10 

 gtw_dept
 deptno dname          loc 
 ------ -------------- --------
     10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
     20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
     30 SALES          CHICAGO 
     40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON 

 gtw_salgrade
  grade      losal     hisal
 ------ ---------- ---------
      1        700      1200 
      2       1201      1400 
      3       1401      2000 
      4       2001      3000 
      5       3001      9999
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Case 1: Simple Queries 
Case 1 demonstrates: 

■ a simple query 

■ a simple query retrieving full date information 

The first query retrieves all the data from gtw_dept and confirms that the gateway 
is working correctly. The second query retrieves all the data from gtw_dept 
including the time portion of the hire date because the default date format was set 
to DD-MON-YY HH:MI:SS for the session by the ALTER SESSION command. 

To run this example, enter:

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> start case1

Case 1 executes two SQL commands. The first command is: 

SELECT * FROM "gtw_dept"@INGR; 

which results in: 

    deptno dname          loc 
---------- -------------- ------------- 
        10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
        20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
        30 SALES          CHICAGO 
        40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON 
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Case 2: A More Complex Query
The next command and SQL statement change the date format to DD-Mon-YY 
HH24:MI:SS in Oracle and retrieve the employee name and hire date from 
OpenIngres:

ALTER SESSION SET NLS_DATE_FORMAT = ’DD-Mon-YY HH24:MI:SS’;
SELECT "ename", "hiredate" FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR;

which results in: 

ename      hiredate 
---------- ------------------ 
Smith      11-Dec-80 00:00:00
ALLEN      20-Feb-81 00:00:00 
WARD       22-Feb-81 00:00:00
JONES      02-Apr-81 00:00:00 
MARTIN     28-Sep-81 00:00:00
BLAKE      01-May-81 00:00:00 
CLARK      09-Jun-81 00:00:00
SCOTT      09-Dec-82 00:00:00 
KING       17-Nov-81 00:00:00
TURNER     08-Sep-81 00:00:00
ADAMS      12-Jan-83 00:00:00 
JAMES      03-Dec-81 00:00:00
FORD       03-Dec-81 00:00:00 
MILLER     23-Jan-82 00:00:00

14 rows selected.

Case 2: A More Complex Query
Case 2 demonstrates:

■ the functions SUM(expression) and NVL(expr1, expr2) in the SELECT list

■ the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses 

This query retrieves the departments from gtw_emp whose total monthly expenses 
are higher than $10,000.

To run this example, enter: 

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> start case2 
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Case 3: Joining OpenIngres Tables
which executes the SQL command: 

SELECT SUM("sal"), SUM("comm"), SUM("sal" + NVL("comm",0))  
"TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES OF", "deptno" "DEPARTMENT" 
FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR GROUP BY "deptno"  
HAVING SUM("sal" + NVL("comm",0)) > 10000; 
which results in: 

  SUM(SAL)  SUM(COMM) TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES OF DEPARTMENT 
----------  --------- ------------------------- ---------- 
     10875                                10875         20 
      9400       2200                     11600         30

 2 rows selected.

Case 3: Joining OpenIngres Tables 
Case 3 demonstrates: 

■ joins between OpenIngres tables

■ subselects 

■ SQL tracing

This query retrieves information from three OpenIngres tables and relates the 
employees to their department names and salary grades, but only for employees 
earning more than the average salary. To run this example, enter: 

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> start case3 

which executes the SQL command: 

SELECT "ename", "dname", "grade" 
FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR A, "gtw_dept"@INGR B, "gtw_salgrade"@INGR C 
   WHERE A."deptno" = B."deptno" 
   AND "sal" >= "losal" AND "sal" <= "hisal" 
   AND "sal" > (SELECT AVG("sal") FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR); 
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Case 4: Write Capabilities
which results in: 

ename      dname               grade 
---------- -------------- ---------- 
CLARK      ACCOUNTING              4 
KING       ACCOUNTING              5 
JONES      RESEARCH                4 
FORD       RESEARCH                4 
SCOTT      RESEARCH                4 
BLAKE      SALES                   4 
6 rows selected.

If tracing was on for this case, the contents of the log file would show the entire 
SELECT statement, including its subselect as it was passed to the OpenIngres 
database:

user=SCOTT proces-id=21641 term=pts/14 time=wed jan 11 16:08:00 cursor=1
------------------------------------------------------------------------

        Outgoing Parse  SELECT A3.ename,A2.dname,A1.grade FROM gtw_emp A3,gtw_
dept A2,gtw_salgrade A1 WHERE A3.deptno=A2.deptno AND A3.sal>=A1.losal AND 
A3.sal<=A1.hisal AND A3.sal>(SELECT AVG(A4.sal) FROM gtw_emp A4)

Case 4: Write Capabilities
Case 4, which is split into three cases, demonstrates: 

■ the DELETE statement (Case 4a) 

■ the UPDATE statement (Case 4b) 

■ the INSERT statement (Case 4c) 

■ the use of bind values 

■ the FOR UPDATE clause 

■ subselects 

DELETE Command Using Bind Values and Subselect 
In Case 4a, all employees in department 20 and one employee, WARD, in 
department 30 are deleted.

To run this example, enter: 

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> start case4a
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Case 4: Write Capabilities
which executes the PL/SQL block: 

DECLARE 
                      
   eid        NUMBER(5); 
   employee   VARCHAR(10); 
   department VARCHAR(14); 

BEGIN 
   employee := ’WARD’; 
   department := ’RESEARCH’; 

   SELECT "empno" INTO eid FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR 
   WHERE "ename" = employee; 

   DELETE FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR             
   WHERE "empno" = eid 
   OR "deptno" = (SELECT "deptno" FROM "gtw_dept"@INGR 
                WHERE "dname" = department); 
END;

To ensure the outcome is correct and the table returns to its old state, the script also 
issues: 

SELECT "ename", "deptno" FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR; 
ROLLBACK;

The results are: 

ename          deptno 
---------- ---------- 
ALLEN              30 
MARTIN             30 
BLAKE              30 
CLARK              10 
KING               10 
TURNER             30 
JAMES              30 
MILLER             10 

8 rows selected.

WARD and all employees of department 20 were removed. 
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Case 4: Write Capabilities
If tracing was on for this case, the contents of the log file would show the entire 
DELETE statement, including its subselect and bind values, as it was passed to the 
OpenIngres database:

user=SCOTT proces-id=21691 term=pts/14 time=wed jan 11 16:10:52 cursor=2
------------------------------------------------------------------------

        Outgoing Parse  DELETE FROM gtw_emp A1 WHERE A1.empno=? OR 
A1.deptno=(SELECT A2.deptno FROM gtw_dept WHERE A2.dname=?)

UPDATE Statement
Case 4b provides an example of an UPDATE statement that is preceded by a 
SELECT statement with a FOR UPDATE clause. The FOR UPDATE ensures that 
rows chosen by SELECT cannot be changed by other users until after the UPDATE 
statement completes. 

In this example, an employee is given a $100 per month salary increase.

To run this example, enter:

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> start case4b

The script issues these statements: 

SELECT "ename", "sal" "CURRENT SALARY", "sal"+100 "SAL AFTER $100 INCREASE", 
100/"sal"*100 "% INCREASE"
FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR FOR UPDATE OF "sal";
UPDATE "gtw_emp"@INGR SET "sal" = "sal" + 100;
SELECT "ename", "sal" FROM "gtw_emp"@INGR;

which results in:

ename      CURRENT SALARY  SAL AFTER $100 INCREASE  % INCREASE
---------- --------------  -----------------------  ----------
Smith                 800                      900        12.5
ALLEN                1600                     1700        6.25
WARD                 1250                     1350           8
JONES                2975                     3075   3.3613448
MARTIN               1250                     1350           8
BLAKE                2850                     2950   3.5087719
CLARK                2450                     2550   4.0816326
SCOTT                3000                     3100   3.3333335
KING                 5000                     5100           2
TURNER               1500                     1600    6.666667
ADAMS                1100                     1200    9.090909
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Case 4: Write Capabilities
JAMES                 950                     1050   10.526316
FORD                 3000                     3100   3.3333335
MILLER               1300                     1400   7.6923079

14 rows selected.

14 rows updated.

The resulting salaries are:

ename             sal
---------- ----------
Smith             900
ALLEN            1700
WARD             1350
JONES            3075
MARTIN           1350
BLAKE            2950
CLARK            2550
SCOTT            3100
KING             5100
TURNER           1600
ADAMS            1200
JAMES            1050
FORD             3100
MILLER           1400

14 rows selected.

INSERT Statement
Case 4c is an example of a simple insert statement that does not provide 
information for all columns. To run this case, enter:

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> start case4c

The script adds the department SHIPPING as department 50 to gtw_dept by 
issuing:

INSERT INTO "gtw_dept"@INGR ("deptno", "dname") 
   VALUES (50, ’SHIPPING’);
SELECT * FROM "gtw_dept"@INGR;
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Case 5: Data Dictionary Query
which results in:

deptno dname          loc
------ -------------- -------------
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS
    30 SALES          CHICAGO
    40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON
    50 SHIPPING

Case 5: Data Dictionary Query
Case 5 demonstrates data dictionary mapping. It retrieves all the tables and views 
that exist in the OpenIngres database that begin with "gtw".

To run this example, enter:

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> start case5

The script issues this statement:

SELECT * FROM ALL_TABLES@INGR 
   WHERE SUBSTR(TABLE_NAME,1,3) = ’gtw’;

which results in:

TABLE_NAME
----------------
gtw_emp
gtw_dept
gtw_bonus
gtw_salgrade
gtw_dummy

If tracing was on for this case, the log file would contain this information:

user=SCOTT proces-id=21713 term=pts/14 time=wed jan 11 16:11:45 cursor=1
------------------------------------------------------------------------

        Outgoing Parse  SELECT TRIM(T.TABLE_NAME) FROM IITABLES T WHERE T.TABLE_
TYPE=’T’
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Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature
The log entry highlights that:

■ the Oracle data dictionary is being mapped onto the OpenIngres data 
dictionary

■ some Oracle SQL functions are not supported by the gateway but are evaluated 
by the Oracle server; for example, SUBSTR(TABLE_NAME,1,3)

Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature
Case 6 demonstrates the gateway pass-through feature which allows an application 
to send commands or statements to an OpenIngres database.

This case demonstrates:

■ the DROP statement

■ the CREATE statement

■ the INSERT statement

■ the UPDATE statement

■ the DELETE statement

To run this example, enter:

$ sqlplus SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> start case6

DROP Statement
The first PL/SQL block passes a DROP statement to remove the gtw_dept table 
from the OpenIngres database:

BEGIN
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’DROP TABLE gtw_dept’, ’openingres’); 
END; 
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Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature
CREATE Statement
Next, the script passes a CREATE statement to the OpenIngres database to recreate 
the gtw_dept table: 

BEGIN 
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’CREATE TABLE gtw_dept 
                (deptno integer1, dname varchar(14), 
                loc varchar(13))’, ’openingres’);
END;

 INSERT Statement
The script passes an INSERT statement to the OpenIngres database to add one row 
of data to gtw_dept. A second row is added with an Oracle SQL INSERT statement:

BEGIN 
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’INSERT INTO gtw_dept 
            VALUES(10,’’ACCOUNTING’’,’’NEW YORK’’)’,
            ’openingres’);
INSERT INTO "gtw_dept"@INGR VALUES (20, ’RESEARCH’, ’DALLAS’ ); 
END;

which results in: 

deptno dname          loc 
------ -------------- ------------- 
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 

UPDATE and DELETE Statements
The next PL/SQL block passes UPDATE and DELETE statements to change NEW 
YORK to San Francisco and delete the row for the Dallas location:

BEGIN 
   GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’UPDATE gtw_dept 
       SET loc = ’’San Francisco’’ WHERE deptno=10’, 
       ’openingres’);
   GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’DELETE FROM gtw_dept 
       WHERE loc = ’’DALLAS’’’,’openingres’); 
END;
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Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature
which results in:

deptno dname          loc 
------ -------------- ------------- 
    10 ACCOUNTING     San Francisco

After the UPDATE and DELETE statements execute, gtw_dept is rolled back to its 
original rows and values:

deptno dname          loc 
------ -------------- ------------- 
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 

INSERT Statements
The last PL/SQL block passes two INSERT statements to add two rows of data to 
gtw_dept:

BEGIN
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’INSERT INTO gtw_dept VALUES(30, 
         ’’SALES’’, ’’CHICAGO’’)’, ’openingres’);
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@INGR(’INSERT INTO gtw_dept’ VALUES(40,
          ’’OPERATIONS’’, ’’BOSTON’’)’, ’openingres’);
END; 

which results in:

deptno dname          loc 
------ -------------- -------------
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
    30 SALES          CHICAGO
    40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON
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Troubleshooting the Gateway

This chapter offers troubleshooting tips for various problems. Refer to these topics:

■ About Error Messages

■ Gateway Message Output

■ Gateway Installation Problems

■ Gateway Configuration and Operation Problems

■ SQL*Net Configuration Problems

■ ODBC Problems

■ OpenIngres Database Problems

■ Contacting Oracle WorldWide Customer Support Services

Also included is a list of information to supply if you contact Oracle Worldwide 
Customer Support Services.
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About Error Messages
About Error Messages
Error messages common to all gateway products are documented in the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways.

Message and Error Code Processing
The gateway architecture includes a number of separate components. Any of these 
components can detect and report an error condition while processing a SQL 
statement that refers to one or more OpenIngres database tables. An error condition 
can be complex, involving error codes and supporting data from multiple 
components. In all cases, the application receives a single Oracle error code upon 
which to act.

Error conditions are represented in two ways:

■ mapped to an Oracle error code

When possible, an error code from the OpenIngres database is converted to the 
Oracle error code associated with the same logical condition.

Error code mapping is provided to support application designs that test for and 
act upon specific error conditions. The set of mapped errors is limited to those 
associated with conditions that are common to most relational databases. 

■ messages from the gateway

Most gateway error conditions are reported to the application using one of the 
gateway error codes in the range of ORA-9100 through ORA-9199. These 
messages are less closely linked to OpenIngres database conditions. The 
message format is explained under "Interpreting Gateway Message Formats".

The ORA-9100 error code is returned for all errors for which a more specific 
error code does not exist. When a ORA-9100 error code is returned, the error 
might have been caused in the gateway by the ODBC driver, ODBC driver 
manager, or by OpenIngres components of the OpenIngres database. For more 
information, see the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural 
Gateways.
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About Error Messages
Interpreting Gateway Message Formats
Error codes are generally accompanied by additional message text, beyond the text 
associated with the Oracle message number. The additional text includes details 
about the error. 

Gateway messages have this format:

ORA-nnnn:error_message_text
gateway_message_line

ORA-2063:preceding n lines from dblink  

where:

Most gateway messages exceed the 70 character message area in the Oracle SQLCA. 
Use SQLGLM or OERHMS in the programmatic and Oracle Call Interfaces you use 
with the gateway to view the entire message. Refer to the Programmer’s Guide to the 
Oracle Precompilers for additional information about SQLGLM, and the Programmer’s 
Guide to the Oracle Server Call Interface for additional information about OERHMS.

Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle Server
If an error is detected by the Oracle server, the gateway message lines do not occur. 
For example, if the gateway cannot be accessed because of a SQL*Net or gateway 
installation problem, the gateway message line is not present in the generated error. 

nnnn is an Oracle error number.

If nnnn is between 9100 and 9199, the message is from the 
gateway. If it is not in this range, it is a mapped error 
message.

error_message_text is the text of the message associated with the error.

gateway_message_line are additional messages generated by the Gateway. See 
"Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle Server".

The format of gateway_message_line  is similar to this:

[driver_vendor] [driver_name] [target_database] error_text

n is the total number of gateway message lines.

dblink is the name of the database link used to access the gateway.
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Gateway Message Output
Another example of error messages without gateway message lines occurs when an 
INSERT statement attempts to insert data into a table, but does not include values 
for all of the columns in the table. This SQL statement causes an error message:

SQL> INSERT INTO EMP@INGR VALUES(9999);

ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00947: NOT ENOUGH VALUES

The ORA-00947 message is not accompanied by gateway message lines because the 
error is detected by the Oracle server. The Oracle server obtains a description of the 
OpenIngres table before sending the INSERT statement to the gateway for 
processing. This allows the Oracle server to detect when the INSERT statement is 
invalid.

Gateway Message Output
The gateway produces two kinds of output:

■ Log information is a variety of messages issued during the normal operation of 
the gateway. Log information is written to the file specified by the 
LOG_DESTINATION parameter. For more information, see the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways.

■ Error messages report error conditions. Error messages are written to 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/error_file_name, where error_file_name is the 
file name specified in the gateway startup script. 

Gateway Installation Problems
This table summarizes frequently asked questions about the gateway installation:

How do I verify that the installation succeeded?  Review the installation log file, which 
lists any problems encountered during installation. By default, the file is 
$ORACLE_HOME/orainst/install.log.

What if the Installer could not link the executables because the UNIX make, cc , or ld  
commands were not found?  Ensure the pathnames for these commands are included 
in the PATH environment variable of the user running the Oracle Installer.
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Gateway Configuration and Operation Problems
Does the Oracle Installer configure everything?  No. The Oracle Installer installs the 
software and you configure it. Follow the steps in Chapter 4 to configure your 
system after installing the gateway.

How can I configure multiple databases?  The steps for configuring multiple databases 
are described in "Configuring SQL*Net for the Oracle Server".

Gateway Configuration and Operation Problems

Distributed Transactions
ORA-00942: table or view does not exist

[INTERSOLV][ODBC Ingres driver][Ingres]The specified table 
(RECOVER.TG4INGR_TX_LOG) is not in the database.
Cause:  The transaction log table, which is necessary to recover distributed 
transactions, does not exist in the OpenIngres database.

Action:  Log on as RECOVER to run the script that builds the 
TG4INGR_TX_LOG table in the OpenIngres database. See "Creating a Transac-
tion Log Table" for script names.

ORA-02047: cannot join the distributed transaction in progress
Cause:  The TRANSACTION_MODEL parameter in the gateway initialization 
file is not set to COMMIT_CONFIRM. This disables any distributed 
transactions.

Action:  Set TRANSACTION_MODEL to COMMIT_CONFIRM.

Gateway Startup Script
ORA-02068: following severe error from database_link_name
ORA-01012: not logged on

Cause:  These errors indicate a problem with the gateway SID or the gateway.

Action:  Ensure the gateway SID is specified correctly in the gateway startup 
script and that you created a gateway initialization parameter file in the direc-
tory $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin/initsid.ora where sid is the gateway SID. 
See Chapter 4 for information.
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Gateway Configuration and Operation Problems
ORA-02068: following severe error from database_link_name
ORA-01012: Message 1012 not found: no message file for product...
GTW: Error opening message file for ORA.

Cause:  The ORACLE_HOME environment variable might be specified 
incorrectly.

Action:  Ensure the ORACLE_HOME variable in the gateway startup script 
contains the correct value.

ORA-12500: TNS listener failed to start dedicated server.
Cause:  The gateway might be unable to find the ODBC driver manager. Look 
for a message similar to this one in the error file 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.err:
/lib/dld.sl: $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr: fatal: libodbc.sl can’t open file: errno=2

Action:  Verify that the SHLIB_PATH variable in your startup scripts points to 
the directory $ORACLE_home/tg4ingr/odbc/lib, which contains the ODBC 
libraries.

ORA-02068: following severe error from INGR
ORA-03113: end-of-file on communication channel

Cause:  The II_SYSTEM variable in $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr.sh was set 
incorrectly.

Action:  Reset the II_SYSTEM variable correctly. II_SYSTEM must point to the 
directory that is one level above the OpenIngres install directory. For example, if 
there is a directory called /usr/ingres, set II_SYSTEM to /usr instead of 
/usr/ingres.

Gateway Initialization Parameters
ORA-02068: following severe error from database_link_name
ORA-01012: not logged error_found_in_init_file

Cause:  One or more gateway initialization parameters might be configured 
incorrectly or there are syntax errors.

Action:  Review the gateway log file, 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.log, for error messages that describe the 
problem and then correct the initsid.ora file.
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SQL*Net Configuration Problems
Other Errors
Other errors relating to the gateway initialization file can occur, such as ORA-03113 
and ORA-02068. These are severe errors from the ODBC driver manager or the 
gateway.

Review the error file, $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.err, and the log file, 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.log. If there is no log or error file, the 
gateway might not have started and the problems are probably created by SQL*Net. 
See "SQL*Net Configuration Problems".

SQL*Net Configuration Problems
If you receive errors that refer to TNS when accessing gateway, the problem is 
probably with SQL*Net or the SQL*Net configuration. These are the most probable 
TNS errors and the actions to remedy them:

ORA-12154 "TNS: could not resolve service name"
Cause:  The service name specified is not defined correctly in the tnsnames.ora 
file.

Action:  Perform these actions:

■ Verify that the tnsnames.ora file exists, is in the proper place, and 
accessible.

■ Verify that the service name exists in one of the tnsnames.ora files. Add a 
service name if necessary.

■ Ensure there are no syntax errors in the tnsnames.ora file. Look for 
unmatched parentheses or stray characters. Any error in the tnsnames.ora 
file makes it unusable. If possible, regenerate the configuration files using 
the Oracle Network Manager. See the SQL*Net Administrator’s Guide for 
more information.

■ Ensure the USING clause of the database link you created for the 
OpenIngres database is pointing to the correct tnsnames.ora entry. See 
Chapter 4 for more information.
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SQL*Net Configuration Problems
ORA-12203 "TNS: unable to connect to destination"
Cause:  An invalid TNS address was supplied or the destination is not listening. 
This error can also occur because of underlying network transport problems.

Action:  For the Oracle server: 

■ Ensure the tnsnames.ora file is configured as described in "Configuring 
SQL*Net for the Gateway".

■ Ensure the USING clause of the database link you created is pointing to the 
correct tnsnames.ora entry.

For the gateway:

■ Ensure the listener.ora file on the machine where the gateway resides is 
configured.

■ Ensure the SQL*Net listener is started. 

■ If the listener will not start, ensure the PROGRAM variable in the listener.ora 
file is pointing to the correct gateway startup script in the directory 
ORACLE_HOME/bin. 

If the SQL*Net configuration is correct but you still encounter errors, set up a 
loop-back link, which is a database link in your Oracle server that points back 
to itself. If SQL*Net is working properly you will be able to access a table in 
your Oracle server using a loop-back link. For example:

SELECT * FROM table@loop

If this link does not enable you to access a table in your Oracle server, see your 
SQL*Net documentation for information about troubleshooting SQL*Net.

For more information about configuring the listener.ora and tnsnames.ora files, 
see "Configuring SQL*Net for the Oracle Server" and "Configuring SQL*Net for 
the Gateway".

ORA-12500 "TNS:listener failed to start a dedicated server process"
Cause:  The process of starting a gateway failed. The gateway executable could 
not be found or the environment is set up incorrectly.

Action:  Perform these actions:

■ Verify that the gateway startup script in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/bin has the right permissions.
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ODBC Problems
■ Verify that the gateway executable in the directory $ORACLE_HOME/bin 
has the correct execution permissions and is specified correctly in the 
gateway startup script.

■ Verify that you installed the SQL*Net software and adapters (such as the 
TCP/IP adapter) before you installed the gateway.

If the SQL*Net software was not installed, you must reinstall the gateway.

■ Verify that your gateway is linked with the SQL*Net adapters with the 
Oracle utility adapters :

$ adapters tg4ingr

The utility resides in $ORACLE_HOME/bin.

■ Verify that the odbc.ini file is in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin. See Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for more 
information.

■  If you receive a message similar to this in the error file 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.err, the gateway might be unable to 
find the ODBC driver manager:

/lib/dld.sl: $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr: fatal: libodbc.sl can’t
   open file: errno=2

Verify that the SHLIB_PATH variable in your startup scripts points to the 
directory $ORACLE_home/tg4ingr/odbc/lib, which contains the ODBC 
libraries.

ODBC Problems

odbc.ini File 
ORA-09100: Target system returned following message:
ORA-02063: preceding n lines from database_link_name

Cause:  The ODBC driver manager is unable to find the odbc.ini file. The 
gateway error file contains an entry similar to this:

Open failed $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin/odbc.ini

where $ORACLE_HOME is the directory where the gateway and SQL*Net are 
installed.
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ODBC Problems
Action:  Verify that the odbc.ini file is exists in the gateway admin directory.

or

Cause:  If there is no message line it might be because messages are not 
retrieved, message files cannot be located, or environment variables pointing to 
message files are set incorrectly.

Action:  Ensure the InstallDir  in the odbc.ini file points to the correct loca-
tion, which is $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/odbc.

OpenIngres Database Server
The gateway uses the OpenIngres database server name in the odbc.ini file to 
connect to the database. If the gateway cannot connect to the database, you receive 
these messages:

ORA-09100: Target system returned following message:
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres Driver]...."
ORA-02063: preceding n lines from database_link_name

Cause:  The odbc.ini file might not have the correct entry.

Action:  Perform these actions:

■ Correct the OpenIngres database server name in the odbc.ini file. See 
"Configuring the ODBC Environment" for more information. 

■ Verify that the OpenIngres database name is correct in the odbc.ini file.

Invalid Database Name
ORA-00942: table or view does not exist
[Intersolv][....]...."
ORA-02063: preceding n lines from database_link_name

Cause:  The OpenIngres database name in the odbc.ini file might be incorrect.

Action:  Verify that the database name in the odbc.ini file is correct.

ORA-09100: Target system returned following message:
[Intersolv][....]...."
ORA-02063: preceding n lines from database_link_name

Cause:  The OpenIngres database name in the odbc.ini file is incorrect.

Action:  Verify that the database name in the odbc.ini file is correct.
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ODBC Driver 
[Intersolv][ODBC lib] Specified driver could not be loaded

Cause:  This message is caused by these situations:

■ The ODBC driver specified in the odbc.ini file does not have read or 
execute permissions by the UNIX user who starts the Oracle TNS listener.

■ The dependent system libraries for OpenIngres are not installed or cannot 
be found.

Action:  Perform these actions:

■ Verify that the ODBC driver specified in the odbc.ini file exists and has its 
permissions set for read access. If necessary, use the UNIX chmod command 
to set the permissions to read access:

$ chmod 755 odbc_driver_name

■ Verify that the dependent system libraries are installed. If they do not exist, 
install them.

OpenIngres Database Problems
Error messages relating to the OpenIngres database are usually in this format:

ORA-09100: Target system returned following message:
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres driver][Ingres] messages
ORA-2063: preceding n lines from database_link_name

Additional messages are written to these files:

File Description Default Pathname

Gateway error file $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.err

Gateway log file $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.log

ODBC trace file, if tracing is 
enabled for ODBC

$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/odbctrace.out
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Connection Problems

Problem: You have trouble connecting to the OpenIngres database.  

Cause:  This problem can be caused by either of these situations:

■ The CONNECT TO...IDENTIFIED BY... clause you used when creating the 
database link might not contain the correct values for username and 
password.

The ODBC trace file might indicate the source of this problem. For example, 
the file might contain these entries:

SQLConnect (...)
SQLError (...)

■ If the gateway is connecting to a remote database, the network software, 
OpenIngres/Net, might not be configured properly. See "Using the 
OpenIngres isql Tool" for information on how to verify that your connection 
is set up properly.

Action:  Look for spelling or case-sensitive problems in the username and pass-
word specified with the database link. The difference in case sensitivity between 
Oracle and the OpenIngres database might be the problem:

ORA-09100: Target system returned the following message:
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres Driver][Ingres]E_US000C You are not a valid ingres 

user.
ORA-02063: preceding 3 lines from I64

Cause:  Either the incorrect OpenIngres user information was used in the 
creation of the database link, or the TNS listener was not started by an 
OpenIngres user.

Action:  Perform these actions:

■ Verify that the user information in the CONNECT TO clause of the CREATE 
DATABASE LINK statement is correct. Because OpenIngres user names are 
case-sensitive, you must surround the user name in the CONNECT TO 

Database Username Password

Oracle Uppercase, unless you specified 
username in double quotes

Uppercase, unless you specified 
password in double quotes

OpenIngres Case-sensitive Case-sensitive
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clause with double quote marks. In this example, newuser  must be a valid 
OpenIngres user:

SQL> CREATE DATABASE LINK ingr12
     CONNECT TO " newuser "
     IDENTIFIED BY abcde USING ’xyz’;

■ Verify that the effective user ID of the user who started the TNS listener is a 
valid OpenIngres user with the super-user flag set to "Y".

■ If you are accessing a remote OpenIngres database from the gateway (that 
is, the gateway and the OpenIngres database are on separate machines), 
verify that the data source section for the OpenIngres database in the 
odbc.ini file contains the field ServerName . The value in this field must be 
the OpenIngres virtual node name, which is required by the 
OpenIngres/Net network software to. 

ORA-09100: Target system returned the following message:
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres Driver][Ingres]E_US000D The -u flag specified a 

nonexistent user.
ORA-02063: preceding 3 lines from INGR

Cause:  The specified user does not exist.

Action:  Perform these actions:

1. Verify that the name of the user you use in creating the database link exists 
and that it is an OpenIngres user. For example, if the CREATE DATABASE 
LINK statement is:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK ingr CONNECT TO " newtest "
       IDENTIFIED BY " abc" USING ’tg4ingr’;

 "newtest"  must be a valid OpenIngres user on the machine where 
OpenIngres is installed.

To verify that "newtest"  is the user name used to login to OpenIngres, set 
the trace parameter to 1 in the odbc.ini file to turn on tracing. The 
odbctrace.out file should report:

SQLConnect (002a98e8 , "TG4INGR_DEMO", 
            -3,newtest, -3, "***", -3);

2. Recreate the database link or log on to the machine where the OpenIngres 
database is installed. Use the OpenIngres accessdb  command to verify the 
OpenIngres user name. 
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ORA-09100: Target system returned following message:
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres Driver][Ingres]E_US0002 User does not have permission 

to use one of the flags given ingres
ORA-02063: preceding lines from database_link

Cause:  The super-user flag might not be set to "Y" for the OpenIngres user who 
started the TNS listener.

Action:  Use the OpenIngres tool accessdb  to ensure the user who started the 
TNS listener is an OpenIngres user with the super-user flag set to "Y".

Accessing OpenIngres Data
ORA-00942: table or view does not exist
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres driver][Ingres] Object not found....
ORA-02063: preceding n lines from database_link_name
or 

ORA-00904: invalid column name
Cause:  There is a problem accessing data in the OpenIngres database.

Action:  Review the SQL trace output from the gateway. If you are certain that 
the identifier exists in the OpenIngres database, the SQL trace output might 
show, for example, that the table or column name in the SQL statement sent to 
the OpenIngres database has the wrong case, or you forgot to enclose it in dou-
ble quotes. 

This table shows how the databases handle case-sensitivity in identifiers:

ORA-09100 Target system returned following message:
[Intersolv][ODBC Ingres Driver]Datetime field overflow
ORA-02063: preceding 2 lines from INGR

Cause:  Either the II_DATE_FORMAT is set to a value other than US, or 
OpenIngres dates were entered as blank characters. OpenIngres allows blank 
characters or a null value for a date; Oracle allows a null for a date but not 
blank characters. 

Database Identifiers

Oracle Case-insensitive; defaults to uppercase unless you specified the identifier 
in double quotes

OpenIngres Case-insensitive; defaults to lowercase except for table owner names, 
which can be case-sensitive if quoted in single quote characters.
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Action:  To verify the II_DATE_FORMAT setting:

1. Log in as an OpenIngres user.

2. Use this command to verify that II_DATE_FORMAT is set to US:

$ ingprenv | grep II_DATE_FORMAT

3. If II_DATE_FORMAT is set to something other than US, take one of these 
actions:

■ To change II_DATE_FORMAT for all OpenIngres users to US, log in as the 
super user and enter:

$ ingsetenv II_DATE_FORMAT US

■ To reset II_DATE_FORMAT for all OpenIngres users, log in as the super 
user and enter:

$ ingunset II_DATE_FORMAT

■ To change II_DATE_FORMAT to US only for the users of the current shell 
script, set II_DATE_FORMAT to US in $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr.sh. 
For example:

....
II_DATE_FORMAT=US; export II_DATE_FORMAT
....
exec $ORACLE_HOME/bin/tg4ingr $* 2> 
        $ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/log/tg4ingr.err

Using the OpenIngres isql Tool
The OpenIngres tool isql  is similar to Oracle SQL*Plus in the way it accesses local 
and remote databases. If you have trouble connecting to or accessing data in the 
OpenIngres database, or the resulting sets differ from Oracle SQL semantics, review 
the ODBC and the SQL trace files first. 

If the trace files do not indicate the cause of the problem, use isql  to perform the 
same task you had trouble with using Oracle.

Connecting to the Database
If you cannot connect to the OpenIngres database, use isql  to gain access, using the 
same username, password, server name, and database name (as specified in the 
odbc.ini file). 
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If you cannot connect with isql , it is probable that the OpenIngres database or 
OpenIngres network software is not configured correctly.

Accessing an OpenIngres Table 
If you cannot access a table in the OpenIngres database, use isql  to try to gain 
access, using the same SQL statement as in the SQL trace output file.

If you cannot access the table with isql , verify that the gateway is connecting to the 
correct database in the OpenIngres database server. You can configure the 
OpenIngres database name in the odbc.ini file.

Unexpected Query Results
If the results of a query are not what you expect, use isql  to issue a similar query to 
determine how the OpenIngres database processes the query. Do not use the query 
as listed in the SQL trace output.

If isql  returns what you expect, the gateway might be the problem. Determine the 
SQL statement issued in the Oracle application, retrieve the SQL trace output, and 
contact Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services.

If isql  returns what you expect, but the results differ from the gateway results -- for 
example, a different order of the result set -- refer to Appendix A. SQL syntax and 
semantics might differ if the OpenIngres database processes the statement.

Contacting Oracle WorldWide Customer Support Services
If you determined that your problem does involve an Oracle component, but you 
cannot solve it, gather the information and fill out the worksheet before contacting 
Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Servicest:

Note: Support for non-Oracle components is the responsibility of 
the vendor providing that component

Table 7-1: Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services Worksheet

Required Information Your Site-specific Values

Name and version numbers for:

■ the gateway Oracle Transparent Gateway for OpenIngres

Version:_________________________
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■ the platform and operating system (OS) on 
which the gateway resides

HP-UX:_______________________

Version:__________________________

Machine Name:____________________

■ the Oracle server and the platform and OS 
on which it resides

Oracle____ Server, Version:____________________

OS:_______________________ Version:__________

■ the target database and any patch 
information for it

Name:_____________________________

Version:____________________________

Machine Name:______________________

■ the platform and OS on which the target 
database resides

Name:_____________________________

Version:____________________________

Name of OpenIngres virtual node if accessing a 
remote OpenIngres database

Name:______________________________

Full pathname of directory in which the 
gateway resides

Path:_______________________________________

Full pathname of directory in which Oracle 
server resides

Path:_______________________________________

Oracle SID of the Oracle server SID:________________________________________

SQL*Net adapter you are using, and version of 
SQL*Net

Circle one: Named Pipes - SPX - TCP/IP

Version:_____________________ 

Listing of spool log if using SQL*Plus, or the 
SQL statement and error message received

Check off here:

Relevant table and view definition Check off here:

Description of the problem (input, output, test 
cases, and so on)

Check off here:

Table 7-1: Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services Worksheet

Required Information Your Site-specific Values
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Listings of key files: Check off here:

■ SQL trace file

■ gateway log file

■ SQL*Net configuration files, tnsnames.ora and 
listener.ora

■ ODBC initialization file, odbc.ini

■ gateway startup script

■ gateway initialization file, initsid.ora

Table 7-1: Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services Worksheet

Required Information Your Site-specific Values
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Supported SQL Syntax and Functions

This appendix lists the SQL syntax and functions supported by the gateway.
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Supported SQL Statements
Supported SQL Statements
With a few exceptions, the gateway provides full support for Oracle DELETE, 
INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE statements. For descriptions of keywords, parameters 
and options, see the OracleVn SQL Reference.

DELETE
DELETE is supported as described in the OracleVn SQL Reference. However, only 
Oracle functions supported by OpenIngres can be used. See "Functions Supported 
by OpenIngres".

INSERT
INSERT is supported as described in the OracleVn SQL Reference. However, only 
Oracle functions supported by OpenIngres can be used. See "Functions Supported 
by OpenIngres".

SELECT
SELECT is supported as described in the OracleVn SQL Reference, with these 
exceptions: 

■ CONNECT BY condition

■ FOR UPDATE OF

■ NOWAIT

■ START WITH condition

UPDATE
UPDATE is supported as described in the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference. Column 
values can be set only to expressions; they cannot be set with subqueries.

Oracle Functions
The OpenIngres database evaluates all functions after the gateway has converted 
them to their OpenIngres equivalents.
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Functions Supported by OpenIngres
The gateway translates some Oracle functions in SQL statements to their equivalent 
OpenIngres functions. The translated functions are:

■ || (concatenation)

■ AVG(DISTINCT numeric-column) 

■ AVG(expression) 

■ COUNT(DISTINCT column)

■ COUNT(*)

■ MAX(DISTINCT column) 

■ MAX(expression) 

■ MIN(DISTINCT column)

■ MIN(expression) 

■ SUM(DISTINCT numeric-column) 

■ SUM(expression) 

■ SYSDATE

Functions Not Supported by OpenIngres
Oracle SQL functions that have no equivalent function in OpenIngres are not 
supported in DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE statements but are evaluated by the 
Oracle server if the statement is a SELECT statement. That is, the Oracle server 
performs post-processing of SELECT statements sent to the gateway. 

If an unsupported function is used in a DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE statement, an 
Oracle error occurs: 

ORA-02070: database db_link_name  does not support function  in this context  

Note: The Oracle server treats SELECT statements that contain a 
FOR UPDATE clause as UPDATE statements; it cannot perform 
post-processing of those statements.
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How Oracle Functions Are Translated to OpenIngres Functions

Arithmetic Operators

Comparison Operators

Group Functions

Oracle OpenIngres

+ +

- -

* *

/ /

Oracle OpenIngres

= =

> >

< <

>= >=

<= <=

<>,!=,^= <>, !=

BETWEEN X AND Y BETWEEN X AND Y

IS NULL IS NULL

IS NOT NULL IS NOT NULL

NOT BETWEEN X 
AND Y

NOT BETWEEN X 
AND Y

Oracle OpenIngres

AVG AVG

COUNT COUNT

MAX MAX

MIN MIN

SUM SUM
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Set Operations

String Functions

Pattern Matches

Other Functions

Oracle OpenIngres

UNION UNION

UNION ALL UNION ALL

Oracle OpenIngres

|| +

LOWER LOWER

UPPER UPPER

Oracle OpenIngres

LIKE ’a%’ LIKE ”a%”, MATCHES ”a*”

LIKE ’a_’ LIKE ”a_”, MATCHES ”a?”

LIKE ’a\%’ ESCAPE ’\’ LIKE ”a\%” ESCAPE ”\”

NOT LIKE NOT LIKE, NOT MATCHES

Oracle OpenIngres

ABS ABS

COS COS

EXP EXP

LN LOG

MOD %

NVL IFNULL

POWER(m,n) m**n

SIN SIN

SQRT SQURT
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B

The Data Dictionary

The gateway translates a query that refers to an Oracle data dictionary table into a 
query that retrieves the data from an OpenIngres data dictionary. You perform 
queries on data dictionary tables over the database link in the same way you query 
data dictionary tables in Oracle. The gateway data dictionary is similar to the Oracle 
data dictionary in appearance and use. 

Refer to these topics:

■ Data Dictionary Support

■ Data Dictionary Mapping

■ Gateway Data Dictionary Descriptions
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Data Dictionary Support

OpenIngres System Tables
OpenIngres data dictionary information is stored in the OpenIngres database as 
OpenIngres system tables. All OpenIngres system tables have names prefaced with 
"ii". The OpenIngres system tables define the structure of a database. When you 
change data definitions, the OpenIngres SQL server reads and modifies the 
OpenIngres system tables to add information about the user tables.

Accessing the Gateway Data Dictionary
To access a gateway data dictionary table or view, issue a SQL SELECT statement 
specifying a database link. Oracle data dictionary view and column names are used 
to access the gateway data dictionary. Synonyms of supported views are also 
acceptable. For example, this statement queries the data dictionary table 
ALL_TABLES to retrieve all table names in the OpenIngres database: 

SQL> SELECT * FROM ALL_TABLES@INGR; 

When a data dictionary access query is issued, the gateway: 

1. Maps the requested table, view, or synonym to one or more OpenIngres system 
table names. The gateway translates all data dictionary column names to their 
corresponding OpenIngres column names within the query. 

If the mapping involves one OpenIngres system table, the gateway translates 
the requested table name to its corresponding OpenIngres system table name 
within the query. 

If the mapping involves multiple OpenIngres system tables, the gateway 
constructs a join or UNION in the query using the translated OpenIngres 
system table names. 

2. Sends the translated query to OpenIngres. 

3. Might convert the retrieved OpenIngres data to give it the appearance of the 
Oracle data dictionary table.
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4. Passes the data dictionary information from the translated OpenIngres system 
table to the Oracle server.

Direct Queries to OpenIngres Tables
Queries issued directly to individual OpenIngres system tables are allowed but they 
return different results because OpenIngres system table column names differ from 
those of the data dictionary view. Also, certain columns in an OpenIngres system 
table cannot be used in data dictionary processing. 

Supported Views and Synonyms
The gateway data dictionary supports these tables and views:

No other Oracle data dictionary tables or views are supported by the gateway. If 
you use a view not on the list, you receive the Oracle server error code notifying 
you that no more rows available.

Note: The values returned when querying the gateway data 
dictionary might not be the same as the ones returned by the 
SQL*DBA DESCRIBE command.

ALL_CATALOG TABLE_PRIVILEGES

ALL_COL_COMMENTS USER_CATALOG

ALL_CONSTRAINTS USER_COL_COMMENTS

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS USER_CONSTRAINTS

ALL_IND_COLUMNS USER_CONS_COLUMNS

ALL_INDEXES USER_IND_COLUMNS

ALL_OBJECTS USER_INDEXES

ALL_SYNONYMS USER_OBJECTS

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS USER_SYNONYMS

ALL_TAB_COMMENTS USER_TAB_COLUMNS

ALL_TABLES USER_TAB_COMMENTS

ALL_USERS USER_TABLES

ALL_VIEWS USER_USERS

DICTIONARY USER_VIEWS
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Queries through the gateway of the supported data dictionary tables and views 
beginning with the characters "ALL_" might return rows from the OpenIngres 
database when you do not have access privileges for those OpenIngres objects. 
When querying an Oracle database with the Oracle data dictionary, rows are 
returned only for those objects you are permitted to access.

Data Dictionary Mapping
This table lists Oracle data dictionary view names and the equivalent OpenIngres 
system table names. A plus sign (+) indicates that a join or UNION operation is 
involved.  

View Name  OpenIngres System Catalog Table Name

ALL_CATALOG iitables + iisynonyms

ALL_COL_COMMENTS iicolumns + iitables

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS iicolumns + iitables + iicontraints

ALL_CONSTRAINTS iiintegrities + iitables + iicontraints + iiref_contraints

ALL_IND_COLUMNS iiindex_columns + iicolumns + iiindexes

ALL_INDEXES iiindexes

ALL_OBJECTS iitables + iiprocedures + iisynonyms

ALL_SYNONYMS iisynonyms

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS iicolumns

ALL_TAB_COMMENTS iitables

ALL_TABLES iitables

ALL_USERS

ALL_VIEWS iiviews

DICTIONARY iitables

TABLE_PRIVILEGES iipermits

USER_CATALOG iitables + iisynonyms

USER_COL_COMMENTS iicolumns + iitables

USER_CONS_COLUMNS iicolumns + iitables + iicontraints

USER_CONSTRAINTS iiintegrities + iicolumns + iitables + iicontraints + 
iiref_contraints
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Default Column Values
There is a minor difference between the gateway data dictionary and a typical 
Oracle data dictionary. Oracle columns that are missing in an OpenIngres data 
dictionary table are filled with zeros, spaces, null values, not-applicable values 
(N.A.), or default values, depending on the column type.

Gateway Data Dictionary Descriptions
The gateway data dictionary tables and views provide this information:

■ name, datatype, and width of each column

■ the contents of columns with fixed values

They are described here with information retrieved by a SQL*DBA DESCRIBE 
command. The values in the Null? column might differ from the Oracle data 
dictionary tables and views. Any default value is shown to the right of an item, but 
this is not information returned by DESCRIBE.

USER_IND_COLUMNS iiindex_columns + iicolumns + iiindexes

USER_INDEXES iiindexes

USER_OBJECTS iitables + iiprocedures + iisynonyms

USER_SYNONYMS iisynonyms

USER_TAB_COLUMNS iicolumns

USER_TAB_COMMENTS iitables

USER_TABLES iitables

USER_USERS

USER_VIEWS iiviews

View Name  OpenIngres System Catalog Table Name
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ALL_CATALOG
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_TYPE                         VARCHAR2(7)   "TABLE" or "VIEW"

ALL_COL_COMMENTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
COMMENTS                           VARCHAR2(32)  Value of COLUMN_NAME

ALL_CONSTRAINTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
CONSTRAINT_NAME                    CHAR(40)      Value of TABLE_NAME +
                                                   INTEGRITY_NUMBER + "_C"
                                                   or
                                                   TABLE_NAME + "_P" 
CONSTRAINT_TYPE                    VARCHAR2(1)     "C", "P" or "R"
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
SEARCH_CONDITION          NOT NULL VARCHAR2(240)
R_OWNER                            VARCHAR2(32)  
R_CONSTRAINT_NAME                  VARCHAR2(32)   
DELETE_RULE                        VARCHAR2(3)    "N.A."
STATUS                             VARCHAR2(7)    "ENABLED"

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
CONSTRAINT_NAME                    VARCHAR2(32)  Value of TABLE_NAME + "_P"  
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
POSITION                  NOT NULL NUMBER(10)  
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ALL_IND_COLUMNS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------  -------- ------------
INDEX_OWNER               NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
INDEX_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_OWNER               NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32) 
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_POSITION           NOT NULL NUMBER(10)
COLUMN_LENGTH             NOT NULL NUMBER(10)    

ALL_INDEXES
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
INDEX_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_OWNER               NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_TYPE                         VARCHAR2(7)   "CLUSTER"
UNIQUENESS                         VARCHAR2(9)   "UNIQUE" or "NONUNIQUE" 
TABLESPACE_NAME                    VARCHAR2(4)   "N.A."
INI_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
MAX_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
INITIAL_EXTENT                     NUMBER        0
NEXT_EXTENT                        NUMBER        0
MIN_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
MAX_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
PCT_INCREASE                       NUMBER        0
PCT_FREE                           NUMBER        0
BLEVEL                             NUMBER        0
LEAF_BLOCKS                        NUMBER        0
DISTINCT_KEYS                      NUMBER        0
AVG_LEAF_BLOCKS_PER_KEY            NUMBER        0
AVG_DATA_BLOCKS_PER_KEY            NUMBER        0
CLUSTERING_FACTOR                  NUMBER        0
STATUS                             VARCHAR2(5)   "VALID"
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ALL_OBJECTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
OBJECT_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
OBJECT_ID                          NUMBER        0
OBJECT_TYPE                        VARCHAR2(9)   "INDEX", "PROCEDURE", "TABLE", 
                                                   or "VIEW"
CREATED                   NOT NULL CHAR(25)
LAST_DDL_TIME                      CHAR(25)
TIMESTAMP                          VARCHAR2(1)
STATUS                             VARCHAR2(5)   "VALID"

ALL_SYNONYMS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
SYNONYM_NAME                       VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_OWNER               NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32) 
DB_LINK                   NOT NULL VARCHAR2(1)   " "

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS
Note: The datatypes BYTE, BYTE VARYING, and LONG BYTE are not returned by DESCRIBE for 
ALL_TAB_COLUMNS.

Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------  -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
DATA_TYPE                          VARCHAR2(8) 
DATA_LENGTH                        NUMBER
DATA_PRECISION                     NUMBER
DATA_SCALE                         NUMBER(10)  
NULLABLE                  NOT NULL CHAR(1)     
COLUMN_ID                 NOT NULL NUMBER(10)  
DEFAULT_LENGTH                     NUMBER(10)    NULL
DATA_DEFAULT                       CHAR(13)      NULL
NUM_DISTINCT                       NUMBER(10)    NULL
LOW_VALUE                          CHAR(13)      NULL
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HIGH_VALUE                         CHAR(13)      NULL
DENSITY                            NUMBER(10)    NULL

ALL_TAB_COMMENTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)  
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_TYPE                         VARCHAR2(5)   "TABLE" or "VIEW"
COMMENTS                           VARCHAR2(32)  Value of TABLE_NAME

ALL_TABLES
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLESPACE_NAME                    VARCHAR2(4)   "N.A."
CLUSTER_NAME                       VARCHAR2(1)   " "
PCT_FREE                           NUMBER        0
PCT_USED                           NUMBER        0
INI_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
MAX_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
INITIAL_EXTENT                     NUMBER        0
NEXT_EXTENT                        NUMBER        0
MIN_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
MAX_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
PCT_INCREASE                       NUMBER        0
BACKED_UP                          VARCHAR2(1)   " "
NUM_ROWS                           NUMBER        0
BLOCKS                             NUMBER        0
EMPTY_BLOCKS                       NUMBER        0
AVG_SPACE                          NUMBER        0
CHAIN_CNT                          NUMBER        0
AVG_ROW_LEN                        NUMBER        0

ALL_USERS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------  -------- ------------
USERNAME                           CHAR(32)    
USER_ID                            NUMBER        0
CREATED                            VARCHAR2(1)   " "
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ALL_VIEWS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- -------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
VIEW_NAME                          VARCHAR2(32)
TEXT_LENGTH                        NUMBER         0
TEXT                      NOT NULL VARCHAR2(240)

DICTIONARY
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COMMENTS                           VARCHAR2(32)  Value of TABLE_NAME

TABLE_PRIVILEGES
Name                      Null?    Type         
------------------------- -------- ------------
GRANTEE                   NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
GRANTOR                   NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
SELECT_PRIV                        VARCHAR2(1)   " "
INSERT_PRIV                        VARCHAR2(1)   " "
DELETE_PRIV                        VARCHAR2(1)   " "
UPDATE_PRIV                        VARCHAR2(1)   " "
REFERENCES_PRIV                    VARCHAR2(1)   " "
ALTER_PRIV                         VARCHAR2(1)   " "
INDEX_PRIV                         VARCHAR2(1)   " "
CREATED                   NOT NULL CHAR(25)   

USER_CATALOG
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_TYPE                         VARCHAR2(7)   "TABLE" or "VIEW"
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USER_COL_COMMENTS
Name                      Null?     Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
COMMENTS                           VARCHAR2(32)  Value of COLUMN_NAME    

USER_CONSTRAINTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
CONSTRAINT_NAME                    CHAR(40)      Value of TABLE_NAME +
                                                   INTEGRITY_NUMBER + "_C"
                                                   or
                                                   TABLE_NAME + "_P" 
CONSTRAINT_TYPE                    CHAR(1)           "C" or "P"
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)   
SEARCH_CONDITION          NOT NULL VARCHAR2(240)
R_OWNER                            VARCHAR2(32)   "N.A."
R_CONSTRAINT_NAME                  VARCHAR2(32)
DELETE_RULE                        VARCHAR2(3)    
STATUS                             VARCHAR2(7)    "ENABLED"

USER_CONS_COLUMNS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- -----------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)   
CONSTRAINT_NAME                    VARCHAR2(32)  Value of TABLE_NAME + "_P"
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
POSITION                  NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

USER_IND_COLUMNS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- -----------
INDEX_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
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COLUMN_POSITION            NOT NULL  NUMBER(10)
COLUMN_LENGTH              NOT NULL  NUMBER(10)

USER_INDEXES
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- -----------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
INDEX_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_OWNER               NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_TYPE                         VARCHAR2(7)  "CLUSTER"
UNIQUENESS                         VARCHAR2(9)  "UNIQUE" or "NONUNIQUE"
TABLESPACE_NAME                    VARCHAR2(4)   "N.A."
INI_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
MAX_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
INITIAL_EXTENT                     NUMBER        0
NEXT_EXTENT                        NUMBER        0
MIN_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
MAX_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
PCT_INCREASE                       NUMBER        0
PCT_FREE                           NUMBER        0
BLEVEL                             NUMBER        0
LEAF_BLOCKS                        NUMBER        0
DISTINCT_KEYS                      NUMBER        0
AVG_LEAF_BLOCKS_PER_KEY            NUMBER        0
AVG_DATA_BLOCKS_PER_KEY            NUMBER        0
CLUSTERING_FACTOR                  NUMBER        0
STATUS                             VARCHAR2(5)   "VALID"

USER_OBJECTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
OBJECT_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
OBJECT_ID                          NUMBER      
OBJECT_TYPE                        VARCHAR2(9)  "INDEX", "PROCEDURE", "TABLE",
                                                  or "VIEW" 
CREATED                   NOT NULL CHAR(25)
LAST_DDL_TIME                      CHAR(25)
TIMESTAMP                          VARCHAR2(1)
STATUS                             VARCHAR2(5)  "VALID"
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USER_SYNONYMS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
SYNONYM_NAME                       VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_OWNER               NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
DB_LINK                            VARCHAR2(1)   " "

USER_TAB_COLUMNS
Note: The datatypes BYTE, BYTE VARYING, and LONG BYTE are not returned by DESCRIBE for 
USER_TAB_COLUMNS.

Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------  -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)    
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
COLUMN_NAME                        VARCHAR2(32)
DATA_TYPE                          VARCHAR2(8) 
DATA_LENGTH                        NUMBER
DATA_PRECISION                     NUMBER
DATA_SCALE                         NUMBER(10)  
NULLABLE                  NOT NULL CHAR(1)     
COLUMN_ID                 NOT NULL NUMBER(10)  
DEFAULT_LENGTH                     NUMBER(10)    NULL
DATA_DEFAULT                       CHAR(13)      NULL
NUM_DISTINCT                       NUMBER(10)    NULL
LOW_VALUE                          CHAR(13)      NULL
HIGH_VALUE                         CHAR(13)      NULL
DENSITY                            NUMBER(10)    NULL

USER_TAB_COMMENTS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------  -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLE_TYPE                         VARCHAR2(5) 
COMMENTS                           VARCHAR2(32)  Value of TABLE_NAME
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USER_TABLES
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- ------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)
TABLE_NAME                         VARCHAR2(32)
TABLESPACE_NAME                    VARCHAR2(4)   "N.A."
CLUSTER_NAME                       VARCHAR2(1)   " "
PCT_FREE                           NUMBER        0
PCT_USED                           NUMBER        0
INI_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
MAX_TRANS                          NUMBER        0
INITIAL_EXTENT                     NUMBER        0
NEXT_EXTENT                        NUMBER        0
MIN_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
MAX_EXTENTS                        NUMBER        0
PCT_INCREASE                       NUMBE         0
BACKED_UP                          VARCHAR2(1)   " "
NUM_ROWS                           NUMBER        0
BLOCKS                             NUMBER        0
EMPTY_BLOCKS                       NUMBER        0
AVG_SPACE                          NUMBER        0
CHAIN_CNT                          NUMBER        0
AVG_ROW_LEN                        NUMBER        0

USER_USERS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------- -------- -----------
USERNAME                           CHAR(32)
USER_ID                            NUMBER       0
DEFAULT_TABLESPACE                 VARCHAR2(3)  "N.A"
TEMPORARY_TABLESPACE               VARCHAR2(3)  "N.A."
CREATED                            VARCHAR2(1)  " "

USER_VIEWS
Name                      Null?    Type
------------------------ -------- --------------
OWNER                     NOT NULL CHAR(32)     
VIEW_NAME                          VARCHAR2(32) 
TEXT_LENGTH                        NUMBER         0
TEXT                      NOT NULL VARCHAR2(240)
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Gateway Initialization Parameters

The gateway uses a set of initialization parameters and supports the initialization 
parameters for SQL-based gateways described in the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for 
SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways. Refer to these topics:

■ Gateway Initialization File

■ Required Parameters

■ Optional Gateway Parameters
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Gateway Initialization File
The gateway initialization file is located in the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/tg4ingr/admin. The file is named initsid.ora, where sid is the 
value of the gateway SID variable defined in the gateway startup script.

The initialization file must contain at least these entries:

DB_NAME=database
RESOLVE_BINDS=FALSE
NLS_DATE_FORMAT=date_format

where database  is the name component of the database link that is used to access the 
OpenIngres database. See the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and 
Procedural Gateways for more information about DB_NAME, RESOLVE_BIND, and 
NLS_DATE_FORMAT.

Required Parameters
The initialization parameters described here are required for the gateway. They 
must be assigned values with the SET parameter. 

DATA_SOURCE_NAME

Default value:  None

Range of values:  None

Syntax:  SET DATA_SOURCE_NAME=database_name

DATA_SOURCE_NAME specifies the database to be accessed. The database_name  
must match a name in the [ODBC Data Sources]  section of the odbc.ini file. 

Based on the value specified for DATA_SOURCE_NAME, the ODBC driver 
manager reads the odbc.ini file to determine which ODBC driver to load. 
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TARGET

Default value:  None

Range of values:  None

Syntax:  SET TARGET=database

TARGET specifies the type of database being accessed. Specify database  as 
openingres.

Optional Gateway Parameters

RECOVERY_ACCOUNT

Default value:  RECOVER

Range of values:  None

Syntax:  SET RECOVERY_ACCOUNT=account_name

RECOVERY_ACCOUNT specifies the name of the recovery account used with the 
commit-confirm transaction model. An account with a user name must be set up on 
OpenIngres. An account name composed of lowercase letters must be enclosed in 
double quotation characters. For example:

SET RECOVERY_ACCOUNT="oracle"

For more information about the commit-confirm mode, see 
TRANSACTION_MODEL.
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TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE

Default value:  TG4INGR_TX_LOG

Range of values:  None

Syntax:  SET TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE=table_name

TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE specifies the name of the transaction log table. A 
transaction log table is required when using the commit-confirm model. 

TRANSACTION_MODEL

Default value:  SINGLE_SITE

Range of values:  COMMIT_CONFIRM, READ_ONLY, or SINGLE_SITE

Syntax:  SET TRANSACTION_MODEL=type

Specify type  as:

COMMIT_CONFIRM provides read and write access to an OpenIngres database 
and allows the gateway to be part of a distributed update. 
To use the commit-confirm model, these items need to be 
created at the OpenIngres database:

■ a transaction log table. The table name is specified in 
the TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE parameter.

■ the transaction log table must be granted SELECT, 
DELETE, and INSERT privileges to public.

■ a recovery account. The account name is assigned 
with the RECOVERY_ACCOUNT parameter.

READ_ONLY provides read access to an OpenIngres database.

SINGLE_SITE provides read and write access to an OpenIngres 
database. However, the gateway cannot be part of a 
distributed update.
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National Language Support

National language support (NLS) enables Oracle applications to interact with users 
in their native languages, using their conventions to display data. The Oracle NLS 
architecture is data-driven, enabling support for specific languages and character 
encoding schemes to be added with no changes to source code. Refer to these 
topics:

■ Overview of NLS Interactions

■ Client and Oracle Server Configuration

■ Gateway Configuration

■ Message Availability

■ Example of NLS Configuration

A number of settings in the gateway, OpenIngres, the Oracle server, and client affect 
NLS processing. For translations to take place correctly, the character settings of 
these components must be compatible.

The information in this appendix supplements the Oracle NLS information in the 
OracleVn Application Developer’s Guide.
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Overview of NLS Interactions
The figure and table summarize NLS interactions, describing the system 
components and the parameters of the components that affect NLS processing in a 
distributed environment: 

Client See "Client and Oracle Server Configuration"  for detailed information.

NLS_LANG NLS_LANG sets the NLS environment used by the database for both the server 
session and for the client application. This ensures the language environments of 
both database and client application are automatically the same. Because 
NLS_LANG is an environment variable, it is read by the client applications at 
startup time. The client communicates the information defined in NLS_LANG to 
the server when it connects. 

Oracle Server See "Client and Oracle Server Configuration"  for detailed information.

character_set character_set determines the character encoding scheme used by the database and 
is defined at database creation in the CREATE DATABASE statement. All data 
columns of type CHAR, VARCHAR2, and LONG have their data stored in the 
database character set. 

Gateway See "Gateway Configuration"  for detailed information.

ORA_NLS ORA_NLS determines where the gateway loads its character sets and other 
language data.

NLS_LANG NLS_LANG defines the character set used for communication between the 
gateway and the integrating Oracle server.

LANGUAGE LANGUAGE defines the character set used for communication between the 
gateway and OpenIngres.

NLS_DATE_FORMAT NLS_DATE_FORMAT specifies the format for dates used by OpenIngres.

NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE specifies the language used by OpenIngres for day and 
month names, and date abbreviations.

Client

Oracle
Server Gateway OpenIngr es

NLS_LANG
character_set ORA_NLS

NLS_LANG

LANGUAGE

NLS_DATE_FORMAT

NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE

coded character 
set IDs
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Client and Oracle Server Configuration
A number of NLS parameters control NLS processing between the Oracle server 
and client. You can set language-dependent behavior defaults for the server and for 
the client to override these defaults. For a complete description of NLS parameters, 
refer to the NLS chapter in the OracleVn Reference. These parameters do not directly 
affect gateway processing, but the character set specified by the Oracle server 
NLS_LANG environment variable must be compatible with the character sets you 
specify on the gateway and OpenIngres.

When you create the Oracle database, character_set of the LANGUAGE parameter 
specifies the character set used to store data. After the database is created, the 
database character set cannot be changed unless you recreate the database.

The default for character_set is normally US7ASCII, which supports only the 26 
Latin alphabetic characters. If you specified 8-bit character sets on the gateway and 
OpenIngres, you must have a compatible 8-bit character set defined on your 
database. To verify the character set of an existing database, issue the command:

SELECT USERENV(’language ’) FROM DUAL;

For more information, see the OracleVn Reference.

Gateway Configuration
After the gateway is installed you must change several parameters in the gateway 
initialization file, initsid.ora, and the gateway startup script file to customize for 
NLS support.

NLS Parameters in the Gateway Initialization File
Three parameters in the gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, affect NLS support:

■ LANGUAGE

■ NLS_DATE_FORMAT

■ NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE defines the character set used for communication between the 
gateway and OpenIngres. It specifies conventions such as the language used for 
messages from the target system, names of days and months, symbols for AD, BC, 
AM, and PM, and default language-sorting mechanism.
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The syntax of LANGUAGE is:

LANGUAGE=language [_ territory.character_set ]

where:

If you omit the LANGUAGE parameter from initsid.ora, the default setting is 
AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII. EBCDIC character sets are not supported. The 
values for language  and territory  (such as AMERICAN_AMERICA) must be valid, 
but they have no effect on translations.

NLS_DATE_FORMAT specifies the format for dates used by OpenIngres. The 
syntax of NLS_DATE_FORMAT is:

NLS_DATE_FORMAT=date_format

where date_format  must be YYYY-MM-DD, the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) date format. If this parameter is set to any other value or is 
omitted, you receive an error when updating, deleting from, selecting from or 
inserting into a table with date columns.

NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE specifies the language used by OpenIngres for day and 
month names, and date abbreviations. Because the ISO standard date format 
contains only numbers, this parameter has no effect on gateway date processing 
and should be omitted.

NLS Parameters in the Gateway Startup Script
Two parameters in the gateway startup script affect NLS support:

■ ORA_NLS

■ NLS_LANG

NLS_LANG defines the character set used for communication between the gateway 
and the Oracle server. The syntax of NLS_LANG is:

NLS_LANG=language [ _territory . character_set ] ;export NLS_LANG

language can be any valid language.

territory is optional; defaults to AMERICA.

character_set is optional; defaults to US7ASCII. See the OracleVn Administrator’s 
Guide for a list of supported character sets.
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where:

If you omit the NLS_LANG parameter from the startup script, the default setting is 
AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII.

ORA_NLS determines where the gateway loads its character sets and other 
language data. This NLS data must be loaded into the directory 
$ORACLE_HOME/ocommon/nls/admin/data. The syntax of ORA_NLS is:

ORA_NLS=$ORACLE_HOME/ocommon/nls/admin/data;export ORA_NLS

If you omit ORA_NLS from the startup script, the language, territory, and character 
set defaults to AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII, even if you have set NLS_LANG 
to some other value.

Message Availability 
Whether a language message module is available depends on which modules are 
installed in the Oracle product set running on the server. If message modules for a 
particular language set are not installed, specifying that language with a language 
parameter does not display messages in the requested language. 

language must match the language specified for LANGUAGE in 
the initsid.ora file.

territory is optional, and defaults to AMERICA. If you specify 
territory , it must match the territory specified for 
LANGUAGE in the initsid.ora file.

character_set is optional and defaults to US7ASCII. If you specify 
character_set , it must match the character set specified 
for LANGUAGE in the initsid.ora file.

Note: Error messages generated by OpenIngres or the ODBC 
driver appear in their default language.
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Example of NLS Configuration
Here is an example of all the settings needed to configure the gateway, OpenIngres, 
the Oracle server, and the client so that a language and character set work properly. 
In this example, the settings allow a customer in Germany to interact with the 
gateway in German, using an OpenIngres database:

Gateway initialization file:
LANGUAGE=AMERICAN_AMERICA.WE8ISO8859P1
NLS_DATE_FORMAT=YYYY-MM-DD

Gateway startup script:
ORA_NLS=/oracle/tg4ingr/4.1.0/ocommon/nls/admin/data;export ORA_NLS
NLS_LANG=AMERICAN_AMERICA.WE8ISO8859P1;export NLS_LANG

Oracle server and client setting for database:
SELECT USERENV(’language’) FROM DUAL;
USERENV(’LANGUAGE’)
-----------------------------
AMERICAN_AMERICA.WE8ISO8859P1

Oracle server and client environment variables:
NLS_LANG=GERMAN_GERMANY.WE8ISO8859P1
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